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Abstract
The automatic composition of web services refers to how services can be used in a
complex and aggregate manner, to serve a specific and known functionality. Given
a list of services described by the input and output parameters, and a request of a
similar structure: the initially known and required parameters; a solution can be
designed to automatically search for the set of web services that satisfy the request,
under certain constraints.
We first propose two very efficient algorithms that solve the problem of the automatic
composition of the web services as it was formulated in the competitions organized
in 2005 and 2008. The algorithms obtain much better results than the rest of the par-
ticipants with respect to execution time and even composition size. A test generator
is also proposed, generating cases where much longer compositions are necessary,
an important factor of the resulting search time. Evaluation consists of running the
previous and the proposed solutions on given benchmarks. Further, we design two
new models to match service’s parameters, extending the semantic expressiveness
of the 2008 challenge. The initial goal is to resolve some simple and practical use-
cases that cannot be expressed in the previous models. We also adhere to modern
service description languages, like OpenAPI and especially schema.org. Algorithms
for the new models can solve instances of significant size, despite the increased
computational complexity. Addressing a wider and more realistic perspective, we
define the dynamic, online version of the composition problem. In this regard, we
consider that web services and compositions requests can be added and removed in
real-time, and the system must handle such operations on the fly. Despite the most
common assumption in research, software systems cannot handle transient requests
exclusively. It is necessary to maintain the workflows for users who actively run
the compositions over time. At least, if one service becomes unavailable, a backup
composition can potentially keep the request alive. As for the newly semantic model
algorithms, we propose new algorithms and provide comprehensive evaluation by
generating test cases that simulate all corner cases.
Thesis contributions fall under a few categories: optimizations on existing parameter
matching algorithms and designing of new semantic models. Towards the end, the
dynamic version of composition introduces the applications section.
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Abstract - in Romanian
Compunerea automata˘ a serviciilor web studiaza˘ modalita˘¸tile prin care serviciile pot
fi folosite într-un mod complex s¸i agregat, pentru a deservi o funct, ionalitate specifica˘
s, i cunoscuta˘. Mai precis, cunoscând o lista˘ de servicii, descrise prin parametrii
de intrare s, i ies, ire, împreuna˘ cu o cerere cu structura˘ similara˘: parametrii init, ial
cunoscut, i s, i ca˘uta¸ti; se poate proiecta un sistem care sa˘ caute automat o structura˘
de servicii web ce satisface solicitarea, respectând anunite constrângeri.
În acest domeniu, propunem doi algoritmi eficient, i care rezolva˘ problema compozit, iei
automate a serviciilor web pentru versiunile sale de la competit, iile organizate în
2005 s, i 2008. Algoritmii obt, in rezultate mult mai bune decât restul competitorilor
ca timp de execut, ie s, i chiar ca dimensiune a compozit, iei. Totodata˘, propunem un
generator de teste care genereaza˘ cazuri ce necesita˘ compozit, ii mult mai lungi,
un factor important pentru aproximarea timpului de ca˘utare rezultat. Evaluarea
compara˘ rezultatele execut¸iei solut, iilor anterioare s, i a noilor algoritmi pe testele
cunoscute dar s¸i pe cele nou generate. Ulterior, propunem doua˘ noi modele de
potrivire a parametrilor serviciilor, extinzând expresivitatea semantica˘ a modelului
prezentat în competi¸tia din 2008. Scopul init, ial este rezolvarea unor cazuri simple
s, i practice care nu puteau fi exprimate în modelele anterioare. În acest demers
folosim limbaje moderne de descriere ale serviciilor, cum sunt OpenAPI s, i în spe-
cial schema.org. Algoritmii pentru noile modele pot rezolva cazuri de dimensiuni
semnificative, în ciuda complexita˘t, ii computa¸tionale crescute. Abordând o viziune
mai larga˘ s, i mult mai realista˘, definim versiunea dinamica˘ sau online a problemei
compozit, iei. În aceasta, se considera˘ ca˘ serviciile web s, i cererile utilizatorilor pot fi
ada˘ugate s, i s¸terse în timp real, iar sistemul trebuie sa˘ trateze dinamic aceste opera¸tii.
Des¸i majoritatea studiilor considera˘ astfel, sistemele software reale nu pot trata
cererile ca fiind doar tranzitorii. Este necesara˘ ment, inerea compozi¸tiilor pentru
utilizatorii care le folosesc continuu sau de mai multe ori. Cel put, in, în cazul în
care un serviciu devine indisponibil, o compozit, ie alternativa˘ poate rezolva cererile
afectate. Pentru noile modele, propunem s¸i algoritmii, împreuna˘ cu o evaluare
sintetica˘ dar cuprinza˘toare, prin generarea testelor care evident¸iaza˘ toate cazurile
particulare.
Contribut, iile se împart în doua˘ categorii: optimiza˘ri pentru modelele existente s, i
proiectarea de noi modele semantice. În final, versiunea dinamica˘ a problemei de
compozit, ie introduce sect, iunea de aplicat, ii.
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„I’ll tell you this...
No eternal reward will forgive us now
For wasting the dawn.
— James Douglas Morrison
(singer, songwriter and poet) 1Introduction
Web Service Composition is a domain in Computer Science and Software Develop-
ment which enables the use of multiple services in an aggregated manner, to reach a
functionality of a wider range. It is also a particular area part of the Service-Oriented
Architecture [PL03] which has been popular for many years and it will also be widely
used in the future.
The core element of this domain is the Web Service. There are several definitions or
agreements of what a Web Service actually is; motivated by the fact that the prin-
ciple behind a service, in general, is both fundamental and widely used. However,
generally and also from the thesis perspective, a Web Service is a standardized func-
tionality or method of communication between entities in a network. Some of these
entities are service developers, exposing the services interface and functionalities,
and the other, the consumers use them by invoking services. Principally, services
have a precise and narrow functionality, i.e. similar to a function. We do not refer to
a service as a wider application, in our view, one service is only one of the methods
from a more complex WSDL file [Chr+01] for example. This is motivated by our
rather theoretical view on Service Composition.
Further, the context is narrowed to the situation in which a large number of services
are already known, with all the relevant interface definitions. These constitute the
service repository. On top of that, there is also interest in a new functionality, usually
(but not necessarily) more complex. Most often, as one can intuitively expect, there
is no single service satisfying the required functionality. But there is a chance that
several services from the repository can work together to reach the requirement.
Web Service Composition refers to finding those services.
The first word of the title suggests more than this. Rightly so, even if the manual
composition is not trivial either, automation is the key idea behind our research.
Specifically, the goal is to find such a composition programmatically, ideally without
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any human intervention. Automation is motivated by several factors: the repositories
of services can be (very) large, is less error-prone, and is cheaper and faster than
manual composition; therefore it can be applied to more situations, e.g. on-the-fly
switch to backup compositions when needed. But automation of the process brings
two new and specific difficulties: the necessity of a model, i.e. a set of formal rules,
guiding the construction of the workflow of services; and second, the algorithm
which builds the construction. The two are clearly separated in the thesis by two main
parts: Chapter 2 Models, and Chapter 3, Complexity (wider perspective including
not only algorithms but also analysis of problem complexities). Our initial interest
was to implement the most efficient algorithms for known versions of composition.
Afterward, we also propose some new models of the composition problem.
Finally, composition, as any research domain, should be applied in practice. This
is particularly motivated by the fact that automatic composition is also a form of
knowledge representation and reasoning [Lev86]. Modeling elements of software
development (services, parameters), and automatically combining such pieces to-
gether, also makes automatic composition a declarative programming example. It is
therefore important to develop applications, to follow how they are adopted by the
community, and to consider feedback. Also, it is important to study developed appli-
cations that make direct use of the domain, or similarities of underlying concepts in
others. There are also specialized domains where composition needs to be adapted
to specific particularities. All of these are part of Applications (Chapter 4).
1.1 Motivation
Web Services provide a popular paradigm to develop a wide variety of applica-
tions. The advantages include (to some degree): ownership is distributed and
well-organized, fine granularity leading to loose coupling [Alo+04]: services/de-
velopers do not interact with many other services/developers; web services are
efficient, i.e. fast, provide high interoperability, and many others [Dai12]. Generally,
Service-Oriented Architecture provides a lot of flexibility in terms of how services
are designed, what standards are used to describe their interfaces, how they are
published and consumed.
Service composition helps achieve more of these advantages at the same time. For
example, if service granularity is too high, one service’s functionality is very limited.
Besides the advantages for service developers, this limits the ease of use for service
consumers. Microservices [New15] is an emerging and recent paradigm in this
direction. To enhance the usability, the composition is more obvious in this case. But
composition, generally, is useful in any case in which services have to be selected
from a repository and organized to resolve some specific functionality. Composition,
4 Chapter 1 Introduction
however, requires a guiding formalism, because even manual composition is based
on some rules, principles, or extra knowledge about services, other than what they
do: how can they be combined?
Automating the composition process is more important when the repository is very
large or when the composition conditions are complex. For a human it is difficult, if
not impossible, to learn or follow the interaction between more than several services.
A service repository can easily consist of thousands or even many more services.
Composition search algorithms follow a set of composition rules - most often the
parameter matching models. The more expressive a model is, the more it includes
reasoning, the same as it happens in manual composition, but there are also at least
two disadvantages. First it is more difficult to define services based on that model,
and therefore it is harder to become popular among many service developers. Many
service developers and in general many services are a necessity to justify automatic
composition. The second issue of a complex model is that the algorithms solving the
composition requests on such models are more complex themselves, not only is their
design and implementation but most often in the number of operations they execute,
i.e. the run time complexity. A trade-off between simplicity and expressiveness has
to be made, and the models proposed in this thesis give examples in this sense, with
the analysis of advantages and disadvantages.
Further, each of the proposed model has its purpose. The relational and the so-called
object-oriented models enhance the semantics used in parameter matching - the
core formalism for automatic composition. Both of them are thesis contributions
to resolve known cases where previous composition models failed to include some
elementary reasoning done naturally by a human composer. So, first of all, they are
motivated by relevant examples. The proposed online version of the composition
problem has its naming inspired by the meaning of online algorithms [Alb03]. The
classical view on service composition where a single request is computed on a
static repository of services is not applicable in the dynamic environment of the
Service-Oriented Architectures.
1.2 Automatic Web Service Composition
Until now we discussed automatic composition from a general and high-level point
of view. More specifically, in the simplest version of the automatic composition, the
problem is defined as in the following.
Suppose we knowing the definitions of a set of services, and the request for some
new functionality, similar to a service. Also the automation is defined with the help of
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some functional parameter matching rules, that guide how parameters are transfered
between cooperating services. A satisfying composition is a list of services from the
repository, which, starting from the information given in the request, reaches the
required information and respects all matching rules. More precisely, these rules
work with service parameters. In the simplest form, services are defined only by
a set of input and a set of output parameters. As said, the request is defined by
the same structure. Generally, one service can be called or invoked if all its input
parameters are known. Since the composition is computed at the abstract level,
meaning that it does necessary include the execution, a parameter is known if it
was conceptually known in the request or is the output of another service already
added to the composition. It is easier to imagine this at execution, where a known
parameter would be a parameter whose concrete value is actually known, or it
is instantiated. However, our focus is on the design of the composition generally,
therefore before execution. For this reason, a known parameter is just an entity,
concept or an abstract value that will be effectively instantiated when the execution
of the building composition would reach the current stage of the composition.
This is why the parameter matching model is fundamental to automatic composition.
It is the formalism that allows the knowledge transfer from services already included
in the composition to the next services that are added to the composition. The
matching model can be arbitrary complex, for example, it can include: parameter
concept definitions, subsumption between these concepts, other semantic properties,
quality of service metrics, service state and others.
In the simplest form, each parameter is defined by a concept from a simple set of
concepts or types. A simple representation of this is through parameter names. Each
parameter has a single, textual name, that defines the information needed for input,
or retrieved for the output parameters. One output parameter of a service can be
matched with the input of another service if they have the same name. At some
stage in the composition, a set of known parameter names can be used to call further
services. To call a service, all its input parameters must be in the known set, and
after the call, all output parameters are added to the set. The call is not actually a
call to the service, but rather the learning of the service’s output parameters and its
addition to the list of processed/called services. No previously known parameter is
removed: the known set is constantly growing. The goal is to add to this set, i.e.
learn, all the required parameters of the request.
If successful, the result consists of the services called. It is useful to remember their
order as well. Ideally, it is further useful to consider them in a partial order: some
services may depend on other previously called services, but not all of them. This can
improve efficiency by allowing parallel execution of services that become callable at
the same time.
6 Chapter 1 Introduction
Throughout the thesis, services will remain stateless, meaning that they do not
alter their state or any external state. This type of services is also referred to as
information-providing services, like in [Zha+12], highlighting that services just
produce new information based on previously known information. Everything other
then the knowledge and the building composition, is stateless: the repository, the
services, the semantic elements used and the request.
1.3 Web Services Challenges
By Web Services Challenges, or composition challenges or competitions; we refer to the
series of the competitions organized to centralize, evaluate and analyze different
automatic composition solutions (algorithms). The competition had six editions
[Bla+10], between 2005 and 2010, and it was part of several related conferences.
The competitions take a big part of the motivation for the thesis domain, as our
first research [Dia17a] and [T¸D18] propose new algorithms for the competition’s
editions of 2005 and 2008. Also, the competition provides an excellent starting point
for algorithmic improvements that which aroused interest even in recent years.
Further, two other papers closely related to the challenges, lead to our first contri-
butions. The first is [Zou+14] which reduces the composition model of the 2005
edition to Artificial Intelligence Planning instances, solved by Fast-Forward planner
[Hof01]. Also, it provides a very clear problem definition that aroused interest.
After the implementation of the first algorithm, the next natural step was to adapt
the algorithm to more recent versions of the challenges, in particular the 2008
edition. Similarly, we compared the solution with post-challenge results, particularly
to [RM+11]. The algorithms developed for these two versions of the problems were
used as a basis for other algorithms in the thesis, which solve newly proposed models
of composition.
The first 2005 edition [Bla+05] of the challenge series, EEE-05 Web Services Chal-
lenge, defines the composition problem and the parameter matching model. It also
provides benchmarks and the final evaluation criteria for both composition and
discovery of web services. The parameter matching model used is the simple name
matching described in Section 2.1. The second edition from 2006 [Bla+06] is the
first step to introduce semantics to parameter description, through a simple hierarchy
of concepts, enabling subsumption. The 2007 edition [Bla+07] adds modern seman-
tic web standards for parameter description: the Web Ontology Language - OWL
[MVH+04], and also introduces parallel execution of services. The 2008 edition
[Ban+08] on which we have our second contribution, uses modern web standards
like SOAP [Gud+03] for message transmission and WS-BPEL [Wee+05] to represent
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workflows. The 2009 challenge [Kon+09] is the first to include non-functional prop-
erties: Quality of Service - QoS, specified by the WSLA format [Lud+03]. Section
2.5 briefly describes the relationship between automatic composition and QoS, but
more significant work in this direction is left as future work. The series ends with
the 2010 edition [Bla+10], which extends the QoS metrics to both response time
and throughput.
1.4 State of the Art in Service Composition
First research papers on Automatic Web Service Composition appeared around the
year 2000. Figure 1.1 displays the number of papers on "Automatic Web Service Com-
position" from the beginning to the present time. In the first five to ten years it had
continuous growth, accelerated by the same period of evolution of the wider research
areas like Semantic Web, Service-Oriented Architectures, Knowledge Representation
and Reasoning1.
In the following period, there is a stagnation or recently even decline. There are
several possible reasons for this. First of all, the research domain may have reached
a satisfying maturity level. However, in practice, applications using effectively
automatic composition are still very limited, though there is significant interest in
applying automatic composition. Secondly, the right balance between semantic
expressibility and ease of use is hard to find. Much of the research proposals are not
adopted in practice because they make service definitions too complex. Developers
are reluctant to rigid models and specifications. Computational complexity could
also have a contribution, as the number of services can be too large to allow fast
computation of compositions. Finally, even the end of the web services challenge
series in 2010 can be another factor. The contributions of the thesis provide some
steps to mitigate the all alleged reasons for this trend.
The evolution of the automated composition as a research domain and the latest
advances are presented in several survey papers, like [Ven+16], [Syu+12], or the
early but popular [RS04]. Overcoming its incipient phase, the service composi-
tion advanced consistently with the semantic web ideas, models and standards.
The need for integration and heterogeneity is obvious, and the first languages and
technologies to be included in compositions studies were WSLD2 [Chr+01] for
service definition, UDDI3 [Ste00], [KP08] for service description, discovery (the
stage usually preceding composition), and managing repositories, SOAP4 [Gud+03]
1Part of ACM Computing Classification System – https://dl.acm.org/ccs
2WSDL – https://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl.html
3UDDI – http://uddi.xml.org/specification
4SOAP – https://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
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Figure 1.1.: Number of research papers on Automatic Web Service Composition by the two
years periods of last two decades. Data sources, as of April 2020, linked below:
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for message exchange. The compositions as workflows are described using BPEL4WS
[Cha+04], which was also used in the services challenge, and DAML-S/OWL-S5
[Wu+03]. More recently, other aspects are taken into consideration, like Quality
of Service, occasionally modeled with the WSLA language [Lud+03], [Nem+14],
enriched semantics [Bek+17] the recent paradigms of Internet of Things [Bak+17],
[Ber+18] and. Most recent of all, Micro-Services provide a favorable context for
automatic composition, as the emphasis is on loosely coupled, fine-grained services
[Ke+19], [Wan+18]. Another modern approach, many publications propose compo-
sition for RESTful services [RR08], [Gar+16], including the OpenAPI specification6
[KK16]. Our paper [Net+19] is also in this category. Therefore, the automatic
service composition domain is always adapting to many technology trends in the
web, or service-oriented computing in general.
As a computational problem, solutions for automatic service composition use various
algorithmic techniques. Some transform composition instances to artificial intelli-
gence planning instances. Then, they can be solved with existing planners and the
resulting plans are transformed back to give the compositions [Sir+04], [Omi17].
Similarly, Answer Set Programming has also been used for composition [Rai05]. An-
other popular idea for the optimization versions is to use various heuristics to build
5OWL-S – https://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/
6OpenAPI – https://swagger.io/specification/
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the compositions directly. Many are based on evolutionary algorithms [Jat+15],
[Pop+10], others on (hyper) graph search algorithms [RM+11], [Oh+05]. Even
quantum inspired algorithms have approached versions that consider QoS metrics
[BC14]. Therefore, automatic composition is a complex computational problem as
well, with many versions and aspects to address.
1.5 Thesis Overview
The content of the thesis can be organized based on two different perspectives.
The first would follow the chronology of our publications related to the thesis
domain, which are iterated in Section 1.6. This has the advantage of somewhat
better modularity, because it generally reduces the correlation between sections or
chapters, at least for nonadjacent parts. However, we opted for another perspective,
which follows a higher-level prospect of the automatic service composition problem
as a whole, in broader terms, following a hierarchical view on the structure of the
domain.
Thinking generally, of situations where we want to solve a higher-level, complex
real-world necessity by computer science. We first have to formalize a mathematical
model, expressive enough to be capable of interpreting all relevant elements. The
formalism is then transformed into a computational problem for which we design
algorithms, or solutions, proving that they can solve sufficiently large instances.
Lastly, these results have to be applied to practice and be brought into the real world,
in our case in software development.
Generally, to solve a complex real-world problem by computer science, we first
formalize a model, expressive enough to include the relevant elements. Such
formalism gives the computational problem for which we design algorithms, ideally
showing that they can solve sufficiently large instances. Lastly, these results have to
be applied to practice in our case in software development.
The thesis structure favors this unitary perspective adapted to the domain of auto-
matic service composition. Unfortunately, this vision also has its disadvantages: since
there will be more models, they are brought into discussion each of them, being
analyzed separately through the stages mentioned. This can be hard to follow at
times.
The Introduction Chapter 1 introduces the reader into the thesis, motivating the
study, briefly defining the problem and presenting the state of the art of the composi-
tion domain.
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The Models Chapter 2 focuses on the design-level difficulties in automatic service
composition. Similarly to other chapters, it addresses the parameter matching mod-
els: initial name-matching, hierarchical, the proposed relational and object-oriented
models, the QoS and stateful aspects and finally the higher-level of dynamic or online
problem version. The sections here, similar to problem statements, regularly contain
some introduction, motivation, one incentive example, and the formal definition.
The Complexity Chapter 3 first, discusses the upper bound measure of the problems
associated with each model. This is done on a short description of algorithms
implemented, as they are just examples for the upper bounds analysis. The run-
time complexity is specified for each. The next, lower bounds section presents two
complexity proofs. The third is the most consistent section. It presents implemented
algorithms, with the results on various benchmarks: run-times, composition sizes,
and others. We refer to this as the empirical evaluation of the algorithms to emphasize
its experimental nature, relative to the previous asymptotic computational complexity
analysis. Another important contribution in this section are the four test generators.
For all aspects specified here, each model is considered.
Applications Chapter 4 connects our research to the real-world and in the first
section, particularly to the software industry. Natural Language Processing (NLP
in the following) specific applications are presented in the following. The last
section, provides the design of a composition framework, including a data model
which combines more of the proposed matching models, and briefly goes through its
functionalities and open questions.
The Conclusion Chapter 5 highlights the contributions of the thesis and provides
many future work directions.
1.6 List of Publications
The thesis is based on several research papers, published between 2014 and 2019.
The chronologically first is related to the Natural Language Processing domain, while
the rest, published between 2017 and 2019 belong to the more general Automatic
Web Service Composition field. They either have some algorithmic optimization focus
or propose some new semantic models. The Chapter 2, on models, iterates all
composition versions considered and motivate, exemplifies, and formally defines the
models. Their associated problems complexities are analyzed, in the same order, in
the Chapter 3, on complexity.
The list of (co)-authored published papers associated with the thesis follows.
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• Dan Cristea, Daniela Gîfu, Mihaela Colhon, Paul Diac, Anca-Diana Bibiri,
Ca˘ta˘lina Ma˘ra˘nduc, and Liviu-Andrei Scutelnicu. „Quo Vadis: A Corpus of
Entities and Relations“. In: Language Production, Cognition, and the Lexicon.
Springer, 2015, pp. 505–543
• Paul Diac. „Engineering Polynomial-Time Solutions for Automatic Web Service
Composition“. In: International Conference on Knowledge-Based and Intelligent
Information and Engineering Systems (KES). vol. 112. Elsevier, 2017, pp. 643–
652
• Paul Diac. „WARP: Efficient Automatic Web Service Composition“. In: 19th
International Symposium on Symbolic and Numeric Algorithms for Scientific
Computing (SYNASC). IEEE. 2017, pp. 284–285
The poster is included in the Appendix Section A.
• Liana T¸uca˘r and Paul Diac. „Semantic Web Service Composition Based on
Graph Search“. In: International Conference on Knowledge-Based and Intelligent
Information and Engineering Systems (KES). vol. 126. Elsevier, 2018, pp. 116–
125
• Paul Diac, Liana T¸uca˘r, and Andrei Netedu. „Relational Model for Parameter
Description in Automatic Semantic Web Service Composition“. In: International
Conference on Knowledge-Based and Intelligent Information and Engineering
Systems (KES). Elsevier, 2019
• Paul Diac, Liana T¸uca˘r, and Radu Mereut¸a˘. „Extending the Service Compo-
sition Formalism with Relational Parameters“. In: Working Formal Methods
Symposium (FROM). 2019
• Andrei Netedu, Sabin Buraga, Paul Diac, and Liana T¸uca˘r. „A Web Service Com-
position Method Based on OpenAPI Semantic Annotations“. In: International
Conference on e-Business Engineering (ICEBE). 2019
• Paul Diac and Emanuel Onica. „Towards Integrated Failure Recovery for Web
Service Composition“. In: International Conference on Software Technologies
(ICSOFT). 2019
Several other co-authored published papers are somewhat indirectly related to the
service composition domain. They belong to three general domains: a few others to
Natural Language Processing which gave a good case for domain-specific interacting
web services, and one paper to routing algorithms, applied to a mobile health-care
scenario. Finally, some short papers describe solutions submitted to the DEBS Grand
Challenge, which won the competition performance awards in 2017 and 20187. Just
for reference, they are listed below.
7ACM Intl. Conf. on Distributed Event-Based Systems Grand Challenge – https://debs.org/awards/
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• Mihaela Colhon, Paul Diac, Ca˘ta˘lina Ma˘ra˘nduc, and Augusto Perez. „Quo Vadis
Research Areas–Text Analysis“. In: Linguistic Resources And Tools For Processing
The Romanian Language (LREC). 2014, p. 45
• Anca-Diana Bibiri, Mihaela Colhon, Paul Diac, and Dan Cristea. „Statistics
Over a Corpus of Semantic Links – Quo Vadis“. In: Linguistic Resources And
Tools For Processing The Romanian Language (LREC). 2014, p. 33
• Paul Diac, Mihaela Colhon, and Ca˘ta˘lina Ma˘ra˘nduc. „Relationships and Senti-
ment Analysis of Fictional or Real Characters“. In: International Conference on
Computational Linguistics and Intelligent Text Processing (CICLing). 2018
• Cosmin Pascaru and Paul Diac. „Vehicle Routing and Scheduling for Regular
Mobile Healthcare Services“. In: IEEE 30th International Conference on Tools
with Artificial Intelligence (ICTAI). IEEE. 2018, pp. 480–487
• Ciprian Amariei, Paul Diac, and Emanuel Onica. „Optimized Stage Processing
for Anomaly Detection on Numerical Data Streams“. In: 11th ACM Inter-
national Conference on Distributed and Event-based Systems (DEBS). 2017,
pp. 286–291
• Valentin Ros¸ca, Emanuel Onica, Paul Diac, and Ciprian Amariei. „Predicting
Destinations by Nearest Neighbor Search on Training Vessel Routes“. In: 12th
ACM International Conference on Distributed and Event-based Systems (DEBS).
2018, pp. 224–225
• Ciprian Amariei, Paul Diac, Emanuel Onica, and Valentin Ros¸ca. „Cell Grid
Architecture for Maritime Route Prediction on AIS Data Streams“. In: 12th
ACM International Conference on Distributed and Event-based Systems (DEBS).
2018, pp. 202–204
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2Service Composition Models
Service Composition is essentially a modeling problem. Generally, in software
development, the first step is defining a model according to required functionalities.
Then, the resulting problem can be analyzed computationally (i.e. Chapter 3) and
further from a practical perspective (i.e. Chapter 4). Web Services - by design
independent components - provide functionality with a narrow scope. In non-trivial
applications, it is not expected to have a service that is useful to the end-user only
by itself. A large set of services from multiple sources or providers must be known to
allow the possibility of composition. This workflow of services, named composition,
is built for the specific goal that needs to be reached. The ideal set of services used
to reach the goal should be relatively small or cheap as running time and/or cost.
Automating this process significantly increases the difficulties of designing or choos-
ing the model. In addition to the elements used for describing services and initial
and goal states; the parameter matching model is required for automation. The
validity of a structure or workflow of service invocations is conditioned precisely
by parameter matching constraints. The difficulty introduced by automation is that
parameter matching should model the reasoning involved in manual composition as
in-depth as possible. On the other hand, the resulting service definition language
should also be lightweight, to be easily adopted by service providers. Sophisticated
service definition languages have a little chance of becoming popular. The balance
between the two is delicate and we believe that it made Web Service Composition
unpractical lately. Some of the models we propose in this thesis intend to solve
that.
Our initial work was focused on solving some known composition models; prior-
itizing computational complexity or, empirically, execution times. This direction
was motivated by access to comparative evaluation and public benchmarks of tests
describing service repositories, composition request, and previous solutions perfor-
mance. In time, it became clear that the models used in these benchmarks had
limited expressivity and the semantics was only partially introduced. This motivated
us for the proposal of two new models described in Section 2.2 and Section 2.4.
Both of them define elements that allow service parameters to relate to each other.
Moreover, they introduce the possibility to distinguish between instances of parame-
ters of the same type. Parameters passing from one service to another evolve through
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some service workflow as a dynamic object, as opposed to the classical model where
they were seen just as static elements in a set or hierarchy, at most.
The composition model includes other aspects than parameter matching, that are
not extended by this work. Some of the most important are: the quality of service
(QoS) metrics, briefly described in Section 2.5, and service states as presented in
Section 2.6.
Finally and from a practical perspective, the use-case of solving a single composition
request given a static repository of services is unrealistic. A real-life application
should use the resulting composition(s) over a period of time - instead of only
once. This motivated us to propose and study the dynamic version of the problem,
described in Section 2.7. In this proposal, services can become unaccessible or break.
This can be seen as a particular case of the stateful model. Moreover, user requests
for compositions are maintained dynamically as well: users can unsubscribe their
composition requests or add new requests.
2.1 Parameter Matching by Name
2.1.1 History and Motivation
The earliest and simplest parameter matching model was based only on names. By
names, we refer to the strings used for declaring parameters in service definitions,
for example, in the WSDL language, the name attribute values of part XML nodes. A
clear description of this model, and our initial starting point resulting in [Dia17a], is
presented in [Zou+14]. However, the model is much older, and it was used in the
first service composition challenge in 2005 [Bla+05]. In this model, one output of a
service can be used as input of another service if their names coincide.
In model described in the Section 2.1, the assumption is that parameter names
themselves represent some concepts or some atomic and independent pieces of
information that can be completely learned from the output of a called service. The
goal or the required functionality is also defined using parameters having names of
the same meaning. This is the simplest model and the first that made automation of
the composition process possible. The model can potentially be used in applications
where service developers name the parameters following a specific standard, and
when names are enough to reference all that is relevant for some concept, such as
sub-domains with precise terminology.
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2.1.2 Formal Definition
The following definitions provide a more formal description of the name matching
model, with a few other interpretations, notations, and conventions used in the
corresponding complexity Section 3.3.
Definition 2.1.1. Parameter. A parameter is, in the simplest form, an element of the
set of all parameters, that we write as P.
The definition above is enough for a formal definition but, for convenience, param-
eters are represented by strings or names. Also, P itself is usually not explicitly
defined in the input of an instance but is considered to include all parameter names
that appear in services or composition requests.
Definition 2.1.2. Web Service. A Web Service is defined by a pair (I,O) of input
and output parameter sets (I,O ⊂ P).
If ws is a web service, then we write its input as ws.I and output as ws.O. The set of
all services, also named the repository, is R. In simple models, and clearly in this
Section 2.1, I and O are disjoint: I ∩O = ∅.
Definition 2.1.3. Request. A user request is defined by two sets of parameters: the
initially known parameters and the required parameters.
It is convenient to use the structure of web services requests as well. Therefore,
for a request req we write the initially known parameters as req.I and the required
or goal parameters as req.O. In this manner, we can also say that the request is a
web service that is needed, required by some user, but that is (probably) not in the
repository.
Definition 2.1.4. Parameter Matching. If P is a set of parameters and ws a web
service, we say that the set P matches the web service ws if ws.I ⊆ P . We also
define P ⊕ ws = P ∪ ws.O as the addition of ws.O to P under the constraint of P
matching ws.
Parameter matching expresses when and how some known parameters can be used
to call a new service, while the ⊕ operation defines the learning of the output of a
matched or called service.
Definition 2.1.5. Chained Matching. If P is a set of parameters and 〈ws1, ws2, ...wsk〉
is an ordered list of web services, we say that P ⊕ws1⊕ws2⊕ ...⊕wsk is a chain of
matching services over the set P if:
ws1.I ⊆ P, and
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wsi.I ⊆
(
P ∪
( i−1⋃
j=1
wsj .O
))
, ∀ i = 2..k
In words, a chain of matching services is a list of services for which the input of each
service is included in the reunion of the outputs of all previous services and the initial
set of parameters. The result of a chain of matching services, P ⊕ ws1 ⊕ ...⊕ wsk is
P ∪ws1.O∪ ...∪wsk.O, the parameters learned or known after a sequence of service
calls. Chained matching can be extended to more complex workflows of services
that are not limited to sequences, to conceptually allow the concurrent execution of
services, i.e. the order between services is a partial order.
Definition 2.1.6. Service Composition Problem. Given a repository of web services
R and a user request req = (req.I, req.O), find an ordered list of web services
〈req.I, ws1, ws2, ...wsk, (req.O, ∅)〉with wsi ∈ R, ∀ i = 1...k; matching the parameter
set req.I.
The pair (req.O, ∅) is a fictive service with no output and the user required pa-
rameters as input. Such a notation allows a uniform way of writing that req.O ∈(
req.I ∪ ws1.O ∪ · · · ∪ wsk.O
)
. Moreover, this can be extended to the shorter form:
〈(∅, req.I), ws1, . . . , wsk, (req.O, ∅)〉 expressing the problem requirement as a single
sequence of matching services without having to specify the parameter set sepa-
rately.
Conveniently, Definition 2.1.5 becomes simpler if P is included as a starting service.
More precisely, we can say that a sequence of services 〈ws1, ws2, ...wsk〉 matches iff:
ws1.I = ∅ ∧ wsi.I ⊆
(⋃i−1
j=1 wsj .O
)
, ∀i = 2...k.
2.1.3 Name Matching Example
We use the example presented in [Dia17a], with services related to Natural Language
Processing domain. Suppose that as part of a text processing phase we need to
replace the predicate of a sentence with a synonym of the verb, also the position of
the predicate. The replacement should be in the correct conjugation. However, the
service that provides synonyms takes as input a word sense and not a word, and
there is also a word sense disambiguation service. More precisely, considering the
web services:
getWordSense
.I =
{
textualWord, sentence
}
.O =
{
wordSense
} getSynonim .I = {wordSense}
.O =
{
word
}
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getPredicate
.I =
{
sentence
}
.O =
{
textualWord
} getVerbProp .I = {textualWord}
.O =
{
person, tense,
number, mood
}
conjugateVerb
.I =
{
word, person, tense,
number, mood
}
.O =
{
conjugatedVerb
}
The user request has as initial parameter sentence and the required parameter is
conjugatedVerb, i.e. the synonym of the verb in the correct form, used as a replace-
ment in the sentence. We need to call the services in such an order that all input
parameters are known at the time of a service call, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1.: Composition example: arrows show parameter matching by name.
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tense, number, mood}
conjugateVerb
.O={conjugatedVerb}
textualWord
.I={conjugatedVerb}
requestOutput
.O=∅
person, tense,
number, mood
word
conjugatedVerb
Obviously, a sequence of services resolving the example presented above can be
〈requestInput, getPredicate, getWordSense, getSynonim, getVerbProp, conjugateVerb,
requestOutput〉. From the graph representation above, it is easy to see that this
sequence is not unique, as that the order between services is not total. The arrows
displaying parameters passing trough the composition are represent dependencies
between services.
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2.2 Hierarchical Parameter Types
2.2.1 Introducing Semantics
It is clear that name matching model from Section 2.1, used for the first version of
automatic composition, enables only little of what is involved in manual matching
or passing parameters between services. Needless to say, applications using web
services can have very different use-cases from this point of view, because they can
even have a different understanding of what a web service actually is. However,
a vast majority of cases consider service parameters as some unitary information
that is required at input and learned at output. But frequently the information
contained within a parameter can be used in more than one way. More precisely, that
information can play different roles in different cases. Generally, services developers
write interface/definition of services in some particular contexts and do not know
about each other. Parameter names usually express very local interpretations. For
example, if a service computes the square of a number it might look like this:
squareService
.I =
{
number
}
.O =
{
square
}
Obviously, the output square is also a number. In this case, the name matching model
does not allow the use of the service on its own result, for example, to compute
number4, i.e. squareService(squareService(number)). Parameters types could be
a solution in this particular case, as they are included in any service definition
language, but add little expressivity in general. Also, typing is used in conjunction
with the parameter matching (i.e. parameters types should also match).
A more expressive parameter model, uses a hierarchy of concepts, or a taxonomy,
to define service parameters. This was the first step towards semantic service
composition. Since this model was introduced, most research in service composition
was related to the field of Semantic Web. For now, we avoid using Semantic Web
(methods or terminology), that will be covered more in Chapter 4. Instead, in this
chapter, we will continue to present the model mostly theoretically.
2.2.2 Formal Definition
We will use the model of hierarchical parameters types as defined in the 2008 edition
[Ban+08] of the composition challenge. We first used this to develop the algorithm
presented in Section 3.1, published in paper [T¸D18]. This model is not the minimal
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addition to the previous, as it includes concepts organized in a hierarchy as well as
instances.
Definition 2.2.1. Taxonomy. The taxonomy is composed of a set of concepts C, a
set of instances I, the subTypeOf relation between concepts: subTypeOf ⊆ C×C, and
a function parent that for any instance returns the (most specific) concept that the
instance belongs to, parent : I→ C.
The hierarchical model does not necessarily require a distinction between instances
and concepts. It would be possible to have just concepts, but we adopted the exact
model, which allows us to run our algorithm on the competition tests. Instances are
not actual values of the concepts that contain them. Instances are used to model
parameters in service definitions, they are more specific than concepts, but less
specific than concrete values.
subTypeOf is transitive, and over the set of all distinct concepts, forms a tree-like
structure. Usually, in practice, the tree has a single root, named thing or entity, but
this limitation has no relevance for the theoretical model. Again more important in
practice, the set of all concepts and instances are explicitly present in the problem
input; and subTypeOf and parent are also defined globally because service developers
have to adhere to these specifications.
For two concepts c1 and c2 we can write c1 is a subtype of c2 as: subTypeOf(c1, c2) or
c1 subTypeOf c2; and if instance i is of type concept c then: parent(i) = c.
Definition 2.2.2. Parameter. A parameter is an element from the set of instances I.
Definition 2.2.3. Web Service. A Web Service is, as in Definition 2.1.2, a pair (I,O)
of input and output parameter sets.
Service definitions should not define parameters that are not in the set of known
instances of the taxonomy.
Definition 2.2.4. subsumes ⊆
(
I× I
)
is a helper relation (or notation) defined over
pairs of instances of the taxonomy.
subsumes(i1, i2) ⇐⇒ i1 = i2 or subTypeOf
(
parent(i1), parent(i2)
)
Remember that subTypeOf is transitive, therefore an instance subsumes all instances
that are of concepts more general than the instance’s concept. If an instance
subsumes another then it can replace it or match it in parameter exchange. The
term subsumes is used to express that the more specific instance can replace, include,
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or encompass the more generic one. In composition, this is applied for parameter
matching.
Definition 2.2.5. subsumesSet ⊆
(
P(I)× P(I)
)
is another helper relation (or nota-
tion) defined over pairs of sets of instances of the taxonomy. P(I) is the set of all
subsets of I, or its powerset.
subsumesSet(P1, P2) ⇐⇒ ∀ i2 ∈ P2, ∃ i1 ∈ P1 such that subsumes(i1, i2)
In words, if P1 subsumesSet P2 then all elements in P2 can be represented by at least
some element in P1, thus the set P2 is covered by, or included in, encompassed by
P1.
Definition 2.2.6. Parameter Matching. If P is a set of parameters (instances of the
taxonomy) and ws a web service, we say that the set P matches the web service ws
if and only if subsumesSet(P, ws.O).
We also define P ⊕ ws as the addition or the learning of ws’s output as:
P ∪
{
i ∈ I | ∃ io ∈ ws.O such that subsumes (io, i)
}
2.2.3 Hierarchical Model Example
Consider the following example motivating the hierarchy of concepts model. Again
in the domain of Natural Language Processing, we describe the following scenario.
Suppose that some application needs to replace a phrase’s main verb with a synonym
of that verb if it exists. The ontology contains the concepts in Figure 2.2, among
others; with services defining their parameters as instances of concepts within this
ontology. For simplicity, instances are not shown in the drawing and in the example
services define their parameters using, by generalization, concept names.
Figure 2.2.: NLP concepts organized hierarchically. Parent nodes are generalizations con-
cepts, substitutable by child subconcepts.
string
string token
substitutesubstr
phrase
...
word
...synonympart of speech
...adj.nounverb
Also, suppose the repository contains the following three services:
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extractMainV erb
input = {phrase}
output = {verb} getSynonym
input = {word}
output = {synonym}
stringReplace
input = {string, substr, substitute}
output = {string}
Starting with the initial phrase a call is made to extractMainVerb service that returns
the verb in the sentence. Since a verb is a part of speech that is, more generally, a
word, this enables a getSynonym service call. The final service call is correct if the
parameters are used in the right order: stringReplace(phrase, verb, synonim) that
would result in the desired modified sentence. Note that this order is not assured
by the restrictions of the model, as the definition of stringReplace is designed in a
more generic context, i.e. string replacement in general. Finally, a solution can be
the composition: extractMainVerb, getSynonym, stringReplace in this order. But for
the reason that the verb is a substring of phrase and that the synonym is a substitute
of a word (verb), it cannot be expressed in the current model.
In conclusion, the hierarchical model is a step further required to introduce semantics
to the automatic composition of services, but by itself is still limited. Therefore, we
proposed two new models for composition. The advantage of new models is that they
solve a more fundamental problem of automatic composition - that is expressivity,
and the disadvantage is that the proposed algorithms and solutions cannot be
compared with previously implemented solutions, as the previous algorithms do not
work on the resulting new benchmarks.
2.3 Relational Parameters Model
2.3.1 A New and Contextual Model
Following the conclusion from the example in the previous model defined in Section
2.2, it is clear that insufficient semantic information is modeled by the simple
subTypeOf relation between the concepts representing parameters. There are many
other important types of relations that a human considers when manually building
a workflow of services. For example, parameters passing between services are
frequently based on the following kind of relations: partOf, sameAs, relatedTo, about,
and many others. Even if not all reasoning involved in manual composition can be
expressed by binary relations, we believe that the majority could. A classic example
in service composition papers reveals exactly such a problem: latitude and longitude
can define together as parameters an exact position on the map, but there is no way
of expressing that it is essential that both refer the same position, or that they are the
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output of the same service. If multiple services use these terms, it can be very easy
to automatically mix them in a wrong way, by using, for example, the latitude from
the output of a service and the longitude from another. The result is an irrelevant
point on the map. The meanings of frequently used relations cannot be expressed
by only one relation, like subsumption or subtyping. As in general ontologies in the
Semantic Web, relations between concepts should be freely expressed and this is
what we propose for Automatic Service Composition as well.
Therefore, we introduce a new model to express different types of relations. More-
over, by using these relations, Web Services themselves can define restrictions on the
input/output parameters. Relations on output parameters are added if the service is
added to the composition. This leads to a different, and more natural distinction
between concepts and instances, or objects. In this model, we refer to instances
or objects as the elements passed or matched between services in the context of
a workflow under construction, they evolve during the composition and are asso-
ciated with some provenance information (that can be used to track their origin).
Structurally, objects consist of a type or a concept, and the relations they have to
other objects. The relations are dynamic, allowing updates. Another benefit, that
is also very natural in manual composition, is that we can have multiple instances
of the same concept or type, differentiated by their relations to other objects or
their provenance. It is trivial to imagine an example of a workflow that uses two
instances or objects of the same type. This was impossible to express in previous
models, restricting these cases from automation. For this model, we will first present
an example.
2.3.2 Case Study: Foreign University Visit
We present a nontrivial example motivating the proposed model. The following
paragraphs partly reproduce a text from our paper [Dia+19b].
Assume a researcher is trying to schedule a meeting at some collaborating university.
We are provided with the following information: the person’s name, the name of the
university where the researcher works, and the name of the university to visit. We
consider the person and the two universities as instances of two concepts: Person
and University. As we can already see, there is a need to distinguish between
the two different instances of University and we are going to model that by the
use of two different types of relations between our Person and each University:
isEmployeeOf and hasDestination. Finally, we use a third relation: isLocatedIn
and two inference rules that can help to expand relations. For example, if X is an
employee of Y and Y is located in Z then X is located in Z (this may not be true in
any situation, but it is a reasonable assumption that works for our example). In the
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composition model and in the further presented algorithm we can handle inference
rules in the same manner as web services that "return" only new relations defined
on already known "parameters", for simplicity. If the services cost, execution time,
throughput or other Quality of Service is considered, then the rules, modeled as
services have zero cost or instant runtime, unlimited throughput.
More precisely, we have the following web services and inference rules (with names
ending in Rule). A service definition contains the required relations between input
parameters and relations generated between output and input; or output and output
parameters.
getUniversityLocation.I = {univ : University}
.O =
{
city : City,
isLocatedIn(univ, city)
}
getAirplaneTicket
.I =
{
pers : Person; souce, dest : City,
isLocatedIn(pers, source), hasDestination(person, dest)
}
.O = {airplaneT icket : Ticket}
locatedAtWorkRule
.I =
{
X, Y, Z
isEmployeeOf(X,Y ), isLocatedIn(Y, Z)
}
.O = {isLocatedIn(X,Z)}
destinationGenRule
.I =
{
X, Y, Z
hasDestination(X,Y ), isLocatedIn(Y,Z)
}
.O = {hasDestination(X,Z)}
The solution for a composition is a list of services that can be called in the order
from the list, and for which after all calls, the information required by the user is
known. Again, we can also specify the user request using the structure of a service.
In the composition, inference rules can and should be applied if possible, and we will
specify them for clarity. We also specify how to pass the output of a service to the
input of another. This was trivial on previous models, where if a parameter matched
to more than one previous output, it did not matter to which it was paired. Here,
as multiple instances of the same concept can be known, we need to distinguish
between them, based on their relations with other objects or some identifier based
for example on provenance information.
In Figure 2.3, solid boxes represent services and the user request (one for input - the
initially known concepts and their relations, and one for the required output, as in
the initial model in the Figure 2.1). Dashed boxes represent inference rules. Edges
show information flow: solid edges - parameters and the dashed edges - relationships
among them. Not all possible relations are used. Parameters are matched to rule
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Figure 2.3.: The example motivates the need for relations and rules in the composition
model. Service parameter types are not shown for simplicity.
input = ∅
userInput (initially known)
.O=
{
pers, homeUniv, foreignUniv,
isEmployeeOf(pers, homeUniv),
hasDestination(pers, foreignUniv)
}
.I=
{
X, Y, Z, isEmployeeOf(X, Y),
isLocatedIn(Y, Z)
}
locatedAtWorkRule
.O={isLocatedIn(X, Z)}
pe
rs
(X
),
ho
m
eU
ni
v(
Y)
.I={univ}
getUniversityLocation
.O={city, isLocatedIn(univ, city)}
.I=
{
X, Y, Z, hasDestination(X, Y),
isLocatedIn(Y, Z)
}
destinationGenRule
.O={hasDestination(X, Z)}
.I=

pers, source, dest,
isLocatedIn(pers, source),
hasDestination(pers, dest)

getAirplaneTicket
.O={airplaneTicket}
.I={airplaneTicket}
userOutput (required)
.O = ∅
for
eig
nU
niv
(1)
ho
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iv (2
)
pers(X),
foreignU
niv(Y)
city(1)(Z)
city(2)(Z)
hasDestination(pers, city(1))
isLocatedIn(pers, city(2))
pers(pers)
city(2) (source),
city(1) (dest)
variables (rule "parameters"), or other service parameters, based on the specification
in gray in parenthesis. Multiple calls to the same service can be handled and are
shown with double edges.
One composition that is a valid solution for the above instance would be the following
list of service invocations, in order:
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getInput
(∅) =⇒ pers, homeUniv, foreignUniv, isEmployeeOf(pers, homeUniv),
hasDestination(pers, foreignUniv);
getUniversityLocation
(
homeUniv
)
=⇒ homeCity,
isLocatedIn(homeUniv, homeCity);
getUniversityLocation
(
foreignUniv
)
=⇒ foreignCity,
isLocatedIn(foreignUniv, foreignCity);
The two cities: homeCity and foreignCity are differentiated based on their relations.
We used some intuitive names here, but they are not relevant for the composition lan-
guage (there is no restriction on what names they get if they would be automatically
created; i.e. any distinct strings would work).
locatedAtWorkRule
(
pers, homeUniv, homeCity, isEmployeeOf(pers, homeUniv),
isLocatedIn(homeUniv, homeCity)
)
=⇒ isLocatedIn(pers, homeCity);
destinationGenRule
(
pers, foreignUniv, foreignCity, hasDestination(pers,
foreignUniv), isLocatedIn(foreignUniv, foreignCity)
)
=⇒ hasDestination(pers,
foreignCity);
getAirplaneTicket
(
pers, homeCity, foreignCity, isLocatedIn(pers, homeCity),
hasDestination(pers, foreignCity) =⇒ airplaneTicket;
We can immediately notice the usefulness of semantic relations as the pairs homeUniv
and foreignUniv, as well as homeCity and foreignCity are essentially indistinguishable
between themselves otherwise: if knowledge would consist only of a simple set of
known types as before.
Without using semantic relations, to get this desired functionality we could copy
services separating them for each possible instance of input parameters, for example,
getUniversityLocation could be split into two different services: getForeignUni-
versityLocation and getHomeUniversityLocation. We can imagine cases where
this workaround raises the number of services provided at input by a high amount
for each group of different input parameters, and in practice, services are created
independently by third parties ahead of the composition process.
For simplicity, in this example, we did not use the hierarchy of concepts. However,
subTypeOf can be used together with the presented additions to the model, as defined
in the following. Even shorter, the subTypeOf relation can be modeled as any other
relation, therefore the relational model naturally includes the hierarchical model,
generalizing it.
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2.3.3 Formal Definition
The following formal definition of the proposed model is the same as presented in
paper [Dia+19a].
Definition 2.3.1. Concept. A concept c, identified by a conceptName is an element
of the given set of concepts C. Concepts are arranged in a hierarchy, by the use of
inheritance. Specialization concepts (or sub-types) can replace their more generic
version (or super-types). This is the same as in the hierarchical model from Section
2.2, except for the definition of instances.
Definition 2.3.2. Object. An object, or an instance, is a pair of an id and a type.
The set of all objects is written as O = {o = 〈id, type〉}. The id is a unique identifier
generated at object creation. The type of objects are concepts: type ∈ C. Intuitively,
objects exist in the dynamic context of a set of services that have been called. So, they
are instances of Concepts, for which we know how and when they were produced
and how they were used in the workflow. They are transformed by a series of service
calls with their parameters matched by objects. Clarification: in the example above
we used, instead of id objects, names like homeCity. In automatic composition and
specifically in implementation, the name is the identifier, uniquely generated, and
can include some provenance information: for example, the name of the service that
created this object and by which output parameter, etc. This is not relevant to the
theoretical model but helps to understand the meaning of objects in model from
Section 2.3.
Definition 2.3.3. Relation. A relation r is a triple consisting of the name as a unique
identifier, relation properties, and the set of pairs of objects that are in that relation.
The first two are static and defined at the ontology level. The latter is dynamic, as it
can be extended through the composition process.
R =
{〈name, properties, objects〉 ∣∣ properties ⊆ {transitivity, symmetry}
and objects ⊆ O2}
Relation properties. A relation can have none, one or both of the properties:
symmetry and transitivity. Symmetric relations r are not oriented from the first object
to the second, nor vice-versa, i.e. if (o1, o2) ∈ r.objects then (o2, o1) ∈ r.objects as
well. Conceptually, it is similar to an edge in an undirected graph (while asymmetric
relations are similar to labeled arcs in directed graphs). Transitivity implies that
if (o1, o2) ∈ r.objects and (o2, o3) ∈ r.objects, then (o1, o3) ∈ r.objects. An example
of a transitive relation is the subTypeOf from the hierarchical model presented in
Section 2.2.
Definition 2.3.4. The knowledge K is a dynamic structure consisting of objects and
relations between these objects. Knowledge describes what is known at a stage of
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the composition workflow, i.e. at a time when a set of services have been added
to the composition. K = 〈O,R〉. It defines what is known at especially in more
complex models. Similar "knowledge" existed in previous models as well, but in
simpler models, it can be omitted without much confusion. The structure of relations
in knowledge does include properties, as they are defined at the ontology level for
each relation, based on the name.
Definition 2.3.5. Web Services are tuples ws = 〈name, I,O, relations〉 where:
I,O are the set of input and output parameters organized hierarchically as in the
previous model, and relations specify preconditions and postconditions (effects)
over objects matched to the inputs and outputs. Preconditions are relations required
before adding a service to the compositions, and relations specified in postconditions
are generated subsequently. This model and the terms are inspired by the planning
domain [McD+98]. Structurally, relations within service definitions are pairs
consisting of: the name used to refer to an existing relation (the relation from R
having the same name), and a binary relation over service parameters. Relations
between inputs are preconditions, and relations between outputs are effects, i.e.
they are generated after the call. Relations between input and output parameters
are also effects.
ws.relations =
{〈name, parameters〉 ∣∣ name ∈ names from R
and parameters ⊆ (ws.I ∪ ws.O)2}
Definition 2.3.6. Inference Rules are tuples of the from: rule = 〈name, parameters,
preconditions, effects〉 where parameters are identifiers with local visibility (within
the rule), and preconditions and effects are relations defined over the parameters
(the rule’s identifiers). More precisely:
rule.preconditions, rule.effects ⊆
〈 ⋃
rel∈R
rel.name, rule.parameters2
〉
preconditions are separated from effects here, because in rules, unlike in services
there are no output parameters. Rules only produce relations, more exactly just
add pairs of objects to existing relations. In the case of services, this distinction is
based on what kind of parameters they take: input, output or between input and
output. Another difference in rules is that their parameters do not have types, and as
convention, we named them with capital letters in the example.
The set of all inference rules is written as I. Preconditions must hold before applying
the rule for the objects matching rule parameters, and relations in the effects are
generated accordingly. Rules are structurally similar to services, but they apply auto-
matically and, theoretically, at no cost. We can write properties such as transitivity
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and symmetry using rules. For example, the following rule expresses that equals
relation is symmetric and that greater relation is transitive.
(rule name)
equalssymmetric =
〈(parameters){
X,Y
}
,
(preconditions){
〈equals, {(X,Y )}〉
}
,
(effects){
〈equals, {(Y,X)}〉
}〉
greatertransitive =
〈{
X,Y, Z
}
,
{
〈greater, {(X,Y )}〉, 〈greater, {(Y, Z)}〉
}
,{
〈greater, {(X,Z)}〉
}〉
Definition 2.3.7. The OntologyG consists of: the concepts, organized hierarchically,
relations with objects of these concepts and inference rules over the relations.
G = 〈 C,R, I 〉. At the ontological level, relations are static and defined only by
names and properties. At the knowledge level (Definition 2.3.4), relations are
dynamic in what objects they materialize to. For simplicity, we refer to both using R.
Definition 2.3.8. Parameter Matching. In the ontology G = 〈 C,R, I 〉, a web
service ws matches (or is "callable" in) a knowledge state K = 〈O,R〉, iff:
∃ function f : ws.I → O such that : (1)
∀ i ∈ ws.I, (f(i).type, i.type) ∈ subtypeOf and (2)
∀ j ∈ ws.I and ∀ rws ∈ ws.relations, with (i, j) ∈ rws.parameters (3)
∃ robj ∈ R with : robj .name = rws.name and
(
f(i), f(j)
) ∈ robj .objects (4)
The definition requires the elements above: both the ontological constructs and the
current knowledge information; because it is not enough to keep a set of known
objects: their relations state is also relevant.
In (1), the matching function f associates any input of the service to one of the
objects in the knowledge, that, as specified in (2) can be of any more specialized
type than the input type. This association has to respect the service’s preconditions:
(3) any other input parameter j that is in any precondition-relation rws with i has to
be associated with an object from the knowledge f(j) that is in a relation with the
same name (identifier) with f(i) at the knowledge level.
Definition 2.3.9. Parameter learning. For a knowledge state K and a service ws
matching the knowledge state by the function f : ws.I → O, we define the new
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knowledge state that includes the objects and relations learned from the ws match
over f as K⊕f ws:
K⊕f ws =
〈
O ∪
{
c = 〈new id, c.type〉
∣∣∣ c ∈ ws.O} (1),
{
r = 〈name, objects ∪ {(f(i), f(j)) ∈ (ws.I ∪ ws.O)2 |∃ rws ∈ ws.relations,
with rws.name = r.name ∧ (i, j) ∈ rws.parameters}〉
∣∣∣r ∈ R} (2)
⋃{
r ∈ ws.relations
∣∣∣r /∈ R} (3)〉
In (1), the objects created by output parameters are added to the knowledge, in
(2) new matching object pairs are added to relations that are already existing in
knowledge and in (3) new relations are added to knowledge. All added relations
must be defined at the ontology level, including relations added in (3), i.e. they are
defined but no objects are yet known to be in that relation.
We skip other similar definitions of the relational model that are intuitively similar,
such as chained matching, and the result ⊕ of a chain matching.
Definition 2.3.10. Request. The user request structure is similar to a web service.
The input specifies what the user initially knows, that are objects with types and
known relations between them, and the output is the user’s required objects with
required relations between them. Like in some service, there can be relations
between inputs and outputs, specifying restrictions on the user required outputs
relative to his initially known objects.
Relation based Web Service Composition Problem. Given an ontology defining:
concepts and their hierarchy, relations with properties and inference rules, a repository
of services, and a user request, all defined over the ontology; find an ordered list of
services that are validly callable, that solves the user request, starting with the initial
information. For each service in the composition, the source of its input parameter
must be specified: resolved or bound to an output of a specified previously called
service, or user query. From a high-level view the definition is the same as in
previous models, but in the relational models implies extra conditions: relations
have to match and parameter-object matching has to be exactly specified (to avoid
confusion). Some further clarifications on the proposed model follow.
Services and Rules. Services and inference rules are structurally similar, with the
distinction that: services must output at least some new parameter and cannot
generate only new relations. Services do not "generate" relations between their
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input (input× input) parameters. If their definition specifies relations between input
parameters, then they represent restrictions, i.e. conditioning the call of the service.
Rules however never "generate" any parameters but only new relations based on
outputs of previously called services, and; their parameters are not restricted by type
i.e. they do not have types.
Parameters and Types. Each parameter of a service has a type, but unlike previous
models, objects of the same type can be differentiated by their relations. This is
fundamental in manual compositions or other types of workflows, and we believe
the impossibility to express this was the main flaw of previous models. This greatly
increases the problem computational complexity, but as we will see in Chapter 3,
our proposed algorithm is still able to find compositions on non-trivial instances of
significant size, that a human user could not work with.
Objects. Objects are defined by their types, and all relations they are in. An object
is similar to an instance of that type but is not an actual value or an instantiation.
Objects are still, at the abstract level, dynamic elements that pass through the
composition stages, and we keep information about their semantic context, through
relations. On the current model, it may be useless to have multiple objects of the
same type with the same set of relations, so we keep only one for each possible
context. Even with this reduction, the total possible number of objects is exponential
compared to the number of relations. Moreover, when considering a relation of the
current object, the type of the paired object on which the relation is defined, may
also be relevant to the current object state. This is motivated by parameter matching
definition, and without considering it the model (or algorithm) might fail to find
valid compositions even if they would exist. Also, it may be the case that a service
can generate an unlimited number of objects if it can match in an unlimited number
of times. Computationally, this can be a problem but is a natural case in manual
composition, even the simple service squareService from Section 2.1 can generate an
unlimited number of objects if it is called on its output successively. We can compute
the square of the square and so on, and even on this trivial example, relations make
sense.
The defined Relational Model is, as it can be seen from previous pages, far more
complex than the previous models. Without increasing the complexity the expres-
siveness is drastically limited, and all the elements introduced are designed to solve
some known issue/example, that is frequently met in practice, and that could not
be modeled before. The relational model, in this thesis, is not intended to be com-
pletely rigorously defined, as more important is the understanding of the high-level
concepts. For example, the choice of having typed service parameters and untyped
rule parameters or variables is not essential. Also, depending on the implementation
of such model, the object provenance and semantic information can be tracked to
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some level of depth, depending on the application: what distinguishes an object
from another can be the relations to other object or can also include the type of
the objects in relation; the service where the object was created but eventually, also
other services that updated the respective object. In our implementation in Section
3.4, we specify how we made such choices and motivate them; but they might be
different in other cases.
Finally, we consider the Relational Model one of the main contributions of the thesis,
and one of the most promising as future work. This is motivated by the many
examples where human reasoning is able to manually create a composition, but all
previous models lack the expressivity to specify any of the essential constraints that
make a composition meaningful or valid. Moreover, as the Semantic Web generally
had a similar evolution in the past, the need for relational concepts was eventually a
necessity.
2.4 Object-Oriented Parameters
2.4.1 Modern Web Aware Approach
The second parameter matching model proposed is partially similar to the Relational
Model from Section 2.3; as it is also based primarily on the hierarchical model,
enriching its semantic expressivity. Similarly, it is inspired by real-world cases for
which previous models failed, providing means for expressing the necessary restric-
tions. The initial intention was to integrate more modern Web Service definition
standards into our composition methods, such as the OpenAPI standard [Sfe+18].
The most relevant standard that was integrated, and the basis of "object-oriented"
model, is the schema.org [Guh+16] data model 1. Schema.org is a popular ontology,
created as a community initiative to structure data on the Internet. It is relatively
rigorously defined; which allowed the possibility to express precise constraints for
parameter matching and therefore the automation of composition. While not all the
elements from schema.org are introduced in our model, the most important of them
are enough to solve the examples.
2.4.2 Formal Definition
Formal Definition of the Object-Oriented Model is described as in our paper
[Net+19] - presenting it more from the perspective of the semantic web standards
that inspired the model, and more formally, in [Dia+19a].
1Schema.org Data Model – https://meta.schema.org/docs/datamodel.html
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Service parameters are defined over a set of concepts. Like in previous models, C is
the notation for the set of all concepts that appear in a repository of services, which
are all possible concepts or the problem universe. Following the hierarchical model,
the concepts are first organized by using the isA or subsumes relation, equivalent to
subTypeOf. This is a binary relation between concepts and, in this context, it can also
be considered somewhat similar to the inheritance in object-oriented programming.
If a concept ca isA cb then ca can substitute when there is need of a cb. Also, for
any concept c in C, there can be only one directly, more generic concept then c, i.e.
we do not allow multiple inheritance. Note: in schema.org, multiple inheritance is
allowed, but we avoid it, because of several reasons: first, it is rarely met among
schema.org concepts, it significantly increases the complexity of the model and the
computational complexity of composition algorithms, and finally it is not useful
for the examples that we wanted to solve. Obviously, isA is transitive and, for
convenience, reflexive: ca isA ca. This implies that C together with the isA relation
forms a tree (a taxonomy) or, more generally, a forest (a set of taxonomies or an
ontology).
The new elements added to the problem are concept properties. These resemble to
members of classes in object-oriented programming, hence the name of our model:
object-oriented. Any concept has a set of properties, possibly empty.
Each property p is a pair 〈name, type〉. The name is just an identifier of the property,
and for simplicity, it can be seen as a string (not necessarily unique: different
concepts can have properties with the same name - e.g. common properties like id,
name, etc). The type of a property is a concept also from the same set of concepts C
and can be considered as the range of a property.
From an ontological point of view [AH11], a property p is defined as a relation
between Web resources. From this point of view, the two models proposed in Section
2.3 and Section 2.4 are similar, but they are not equivalent. The values of a property
are instances of one or more concepts (classes) – expressed by range property. Any
resource that has a given property is an instance of one or more concepts – this is
denoted by the domain property.
Properties are inherited: if ca isA cb and cb has some property 〈namex, typex〉 then
ca also has the property 〈namex, typex〉. For example, if an apple is a fruit, and fruit
has property 〈hasColor, Color〉 stating that fruit instances have a color, then apples
must have a color as well.
It is important that property names do not repeat for any unrelated concepts. For
any concepts that are in a isA relation, all properties are passed to the specialization
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concepts by inheritance. This restriction is just to avoid confusion and does not
reduce the expressiveness, because properties can be renamed.
Syntactically, to define a property we need to know: its name, its type, and the
most general concept that the property can describe. For example, consider that
the hasColor property can describe the apple concept, but also the more general
fruit concept. If concept fruit isA physicalObject, the next more general concept than
fruit (i.e. its parent in the concepts tree), under the assumption that not all physical
objects are colored, then we can say that hasColor can most generally describe
fruit, but not any physicalObject or any other more general concept. However, it
can describe other concepts in the tree, together with all their descendants. For
simplicity, we will consider further that all the properties are defined within C,
thus the concepts, isA relation, and properties structure are structurally in C – the
ontology.
A partially defined concept is a pair (c, propSet), where c is a concept from C and
propSet is a subset of the properties that c has defined directly or through inheritance
from more generic concepts. At some moment in time (or in some stage of a
workflow), a partially defined concept describes what is currently known about a
concept. It does not refer to a specific concept instance, but rather generally to
the information that could potentially be found for any instance of that concept at
execution time.
A Web Service w is defined by a pair of input and output parameters: (win, wout).
Both are sets of partially defined concepts. All are defined over the same structure
C so all service providers must adhere to C, thus adding the requirement that C
is publicly available and defined ahead of time. To be able to validly call a service
all input parameters in win must be known together with their specified required
properties. After calling the service all output parameters wout will be learned with
the properties specified at output.
Parameter matching. Let P be a set of partially defined concepts, and suppose w
= (win, wout) is a Web service. The set P matches service w (or, equivalently, w is
callable if P is known) iff: for any partially defined concept pdc = (c, propSet) ∈ win,
∃ p = (cspec, propSuperSet) ∈ P such that cspec isA c and propSet ⊆ propSuperSet.
We further define the addition of wout to P as:
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P⊕w (or P ∪wout) =
(
c,
{
p
∣∣∣∃(c′, propSet′) ∈ wout and c has pp ∈ propSet′
c′ isA c
}) ∣∣∣∣ @(c, propSet) ∈ P

⋃

(
c, propSet ∪
{
p
∣∣∣∃(c′, propSet′) ∈ wout and c has pp ∈ propSet′
c′ isA c
}) ∣∣∣∣ ∃(c, propSet) ∈ P

or the union of wout with P under the constraint of P matching w (defined as
parameter matching above). Also, by c has p we refer to the fact that property p
is defined for c directly or by inheritance. P ⊕ w contains new concepts that are
in wout - the first line in the equation, and concepts already in P possibly with new
properties from wout defined for corresponding concepts or their specializations -
the second line.
In words, after a call to a service, all its output parameters are selected, and for each
concept together with its selected properties (c, propSet) in wout, propSet is added
to c, c′s parent in the concepts tree or the ascendants until we reach the first node
that gains no new information, or the root. More precisely, for each p in propSet we
add p to our knowledge base for c, for the parent of c, and so on until p is no longer
defined for the node we reached. The node where this process stops can differ from
one p property to another p′ property, but once the process stops for all properties in
propSet there is no need to go further.
Chained matching. Let P be a set of partially defined concepts and (w1, w2, . . . , wk)
an ordered list of services. We say that P⊕w1⊕w2⊕ · · · ⊕wk is a chain of matching
services iff wi matches P⊕w1⊕w2⊕· · ·⊕wi−1;∀i = 1 . . . k. This is the rather primitive
model for multiple service calls, which is a requirement for defining composition.
For simplicity, we avoid for now more complex workflows that could handle parallel
and sequential service execution constructs.
Web Service Composition problem. Given an ontology having a set of concepts
C and a repository of web services W = (w1, w2, . . . , wn), and two sets of partially
defined concepts Init and Goal, all defined over C, find a chain of matching services
(wc1, wc2, . . . wck) such that (∅,Init)⊕ wc1 ⊕ wc2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ wck ⊕ (Goal, ∅).
The (∅, Init) and (Goal, ∅) are just short ways of writing the initially known and
finally required parameters, by using mock services. We can also imagine (Init,
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Goal) as a web service, then the problem requires finding an “implementation” of a
web service using the services in some repository.
2.4.3 Case Study: Transport Agency
To illustrate an application of our approach, we have considered the following
example, according to the problem definition above. The concepts and properties
used are actual, real concepts and properties from schema.org. Technically, the
service interfaces were stored in a OpenAPI compliant document and the "resources"
(to follow OpenAPI terminology), i.e. service parameters, were described in an
extended JSON-LD format. For our mathematical model all these standards and
formats are not relevant, but the model from Section 2.4 itself was inspired by them.
More details on the JSON-LD extension are presented in [Net+19].
The case study illustrates a car company operating via web services. Describing
services using OpenAPI and JSON-LD, the approach shows how to represent complex
relations between resources by combining object-oriented concepts in both structure
and semantics. For the conducted experiment, our example contains six services,
several resources, and the user request to be solved by a composition.
The scenario is the following: supposing that a customer needs a vehicle to transport
a given payload. This person knows his/her current GeoLocation(latitude, longitude)
and a time frame Action(startTime, endTime) in which the transport should arrive.
The Goal is to obtain the Action(location) where the vehicle will arrive. The six
services – each of them implementing a single operation – are specified below:
getCountryFromLocation
in = GeoLocation(lat ,lon)
out = Country(name)
getTransportCompany
in = AdministrativeArea(name)
out = Organization(name)
getClosestCity
in = GeoLocation(lat ,lon)
out = City(name)
getLocalSubsidiary
in = Organization(name), City(name)
out = LocalBusiness(email)
getVehicle
in = Vehicle(payload), LocalBusiness(email)
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out= Vehicle(vehicleIdentificationNumber)
makeArrangements
in = Vehicle(vehicleIdentificationNumber),
Organization(name ,email), Action(startTime ,endTime)
out = Action(location)
In OpenAPI terms, a HTTP GET method is defined to obtain a JSON representation of
the desired Web resource, for each getResource operation – i.e. using GET /country
with GeoLocation as input parameter and Country as output. Without JSON-LD
constructs, these parameters have regular JSON datatypes like string or number.
As defined in schema.org, LocalBusiness2 isA Organization – or, equivalent: LocalBusi-
ness v Organization. Similarly, Country isA AdministrativeArea, etc.
A valid composition satisfying the user request can consist of the services in the
following order: Init → getCountryFromLocation → getTransportCompany → get-
ClosestCity → getLocalSubsidiary → getVehicle→ makeArrangements→ Goal. The
order is relevant, but not unique in this case. This can be verified by considering all
resources added by each service and also by the use of the isA relation. For example,
LocalBusiness(email) can be used as Organization(email).
Figure 2.4.: Concepts (on the left in the boxes) and properties (on the right) from
schema.org used in the example for object-oriented model.
Administrative
Area
name
Country name City name
Vehicle
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The example described was not intended to motivate the proposed theoretical model,
but its compliance with the actual concepts and properties from in schema.org.
However, the model can work on other ontologies following the same constructs;
and to motivate the model itself a more appropriate example can be easily found.
2LocalBusiness, a particular physical business or branch of an organization – https://schema.org/
LocalBusiness
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2.5 QoS Aware Composition
Almost any system developed using Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) takes into
consideration the Quality of Service (QoS) of the components involved. QoS refers
to all different measurable aspects that analyze service behavior, performance, for
example response time, reliability, throughput and many more. Fundamentally, this
is especially important because services are developed by multiple third parties -
the service developers; making services less trustworthy. Most often, if a system
depends on the functionality of many services, it depends on the functionality of all
those services or at least a high percentage of them. Therefore, it is not surprising
that research about QoS-aware Service Composition started just a few years after
the service composition concept itself was proposed. This is true for automatic
composition, but QoS adds significant complexity even to manual composition (for
example, see the work of [Ber+06]).
Considering service metrics requires the addition of a new model, that is independent
of the semantic model used to represent parameters (discussed in the previous three
sections). Therefore, generally, any model used for QoS can be used together
with any parameter model; but the complexity of the arising problems may not be
independent between the two choices, so there are many cases to analyze.
In our previous work, we did not focus particularly on the QoS aspect of the
composition problem. However, we did consider some of the most simple metrics
for QoS, like composition length (number of services used in a composition), or
execution path (the service-length of a composition, if parallel execution of services
is allowed). These are not proper QoS metrics for services, but for a composition,
they are the most basic measures approximating efficiency. This is more relevant
for the complexity analysis of Chapter 3. However, we will broadly describe the
possible models of QoS metrics. As our research is for the most part based on the
Web Services Challenge editions, it is worth mentioning that the challenge included
the QoS aspect starting with the 2009 edition. This was described in [Kon+09],
where, in particular, the WSLA language was used to describe service metrics - the
standard for defining Web Service Level Agreement.
To define QoS metrics for a composition of services, we can consider two types of
service execution withing compositions. Previously, we referred to the composition
as either an ordered list of services or a "workflow" of services, without defining
exactly what is a workflow. Service restrictions (preconditions), or input parame-
ters eventually described with more complex semantic elements (e.g. relations or
properties in our cases), are matched with some output of previous services already
included in the composition; or to the information initially provided by the user.
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Figure 2.5.: Different service execution cases, resulting in different QoS metrics for the
resulting composition service.
ws1 ws2 wsk... ... ...
(A) sequential execution
ws1
ws2
wsk
... ... ...
(B) parallel execution
ws1
ws2
wsk
... ...
(C) general workflow
ws3
ws4
...
The dependencies between such services are usually displayed by arrows or arcs in
workflow graphs, showing the order in which services must be executed. However,
after the execution of a service, several other services might become available at
once, so more than one may be included in the composition as the next step. In this
case, those services could be invoked in parallel at execution time. For specific QoS
metrics, this is relevant, as their values are computed differently depending on the
type of execution. Figure 2.5 displays the main types of service execution that we
will consider.
Regarding QoS metrics, it is enough to define how they are computed on (A)
sequential execution and (B) parallel execution. The more generic workflow scenario
(C) can be decomposed to these two cases, for example, ws2 and ws3 are executed
in parallel, but ws4 has to wait for ws2 to finish. We will define the QoS for a
composition of services; including the elementary metrics but also real QoS measures,
described as in [Gab+18].
2.5.1 QoS Metrics
The total number of services is the simplest metric considered, which was eval-
uated in the first edition of the Web Services Challenge in 2005. It is not a real
QoS metric as it makes no sense to describe a single service, but for a composition
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of service is relevant. Clearly, the value is the same for parallel and sequential
execution, as it simply sums up the total number of used services.
Execution path is also relevant only if the execution of services in parallel is possible,
and it was used in the 2008 edition of the Web Services Challenge. Execution path is
a more refined metric than the number of services, since at parallel execution, only
one execution step is added; resulting in a better approximation of the execution
time of the composition. For the workflow (C) in Figure 2.5, the execution path is 4,
which is the minimum number of steps required to execute all services, but counting
only one, parallel, execution when multiple services become available. This metric is
used especially in Section 3.3 or in the evaluation criteria of the 2008 edition of the
Services Challenge[Ban+08].
Execution time is an important and more popular QoS metric. The execution time
of services may be obtained from the service definitions provided by the service
developers, as a WSLA value. In this case, the contract specifies an upper bound on
the value. Alternatively, it can be observed and computed by a service monitor; and
in this case, it is not known until the service is executed.
The execution time for a composition is the sum of the execution times for each
service in sequential execution (A) and the maximum execution time of any service
in parallel execution (B).
The cost of execution refers to the amount that has to be paid to access a service, if
services are priced. Clearly, it is the sum of the costs of all services for both parallel
and sequential execution, and it can also be seen as a generalization of the number
of services metric, which is similar to a cost of 1 for each service.
The throughput of a service refers to the number of service calls that can be invoked
within a time frame, usually a second. It is expected that a service behaves with
normal SLA (Service Level Agreement) if the declared throughput or bandwidth is
not exceeded, and service provides can implement some throttling mechanism if
this limitation is exceeded. For both sequential and parallel execution cases, the
throughput of a composition is the minimum value of the throughput values of the
component services.
The reliability measures the expected probability of a service to correctly return
the response value (with no error messages, within time limit, etc). Usually, it is
measured by a number between 0 and 1, the ideal reliability is 1. For both parallel
and sequential execution, the reliability value of a composition is the product of the
reliabilities of component services; because a successful execution depends on the
success of all the services involved.
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Other QoS measures exist but they are less popular and can be modeled as a
combination of the above. Ideally, a composition model and a composition solution
(algorithm) would consider them and try to find the optimal compositions. Moreover,
it is not realistic to work with only one of the metrics above: most often, more of
them are used together. In a very expressive model, one could include complex QoS
constraints in the composition requests; for example, a user might prefer the fastest
composition possible that safely allows at least 1000 calls per second and does not
exceed a budget of 10$ per minute. In the real world, another issue with designing
QoS-aware systems is that not all service provides declare or follow their SLAs. If
we imagine a composition framework that allows the registration of services from
untrusted developers, extra validation must be implemented, e.g., monitoring the
service’s status, health or SLAs.
We leave a more detailed analysis of QoS models or algorithms as future work. As a
final remark, the computational complexity of the composition problem with QoS is
significantly increased. For most versions, the optimization problem is NP-Complete
even for the simplest versions of parameter matching. However, the algorithms that
optimize the smallest by the number of services can be adapted to more complicated
QoS metrics.
2.6 Stateful Compositions
Generally, Web Services can be defined as software components that publicly expose
functionalities over the network. In particular, in most studies related to (automatic)
composition, the concept of a service is simplified to a single functionality, without
any loss of generality. But if more service examples are considered, we can observe
that the functionality of a service can be described on two levels [Léc+08]: the
(proper) functional level, and the procedural level. By functional level we refer to the
interaction between the service caller, and the service itself; through input and output
parameters. This describes service invocation as a request-response communication
process where all existing information is inside the parameter values. The service is
an atomic endpoint that for some given values of input parameters always returns
the same values as output. This type of services is also called information providing
[Zha+12]. An example is a service that sums up two numbers: for input a and b,
the service will always return a+b and there is nothing else that is changed within
or outside of the service before and after a call to the service.
By the process level, we refer to anything that involves one of the following: descrip-
tion of service states, world states (describing anything similar to states outside the
service), and descriptions of more complex interactions between services and the
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service consumers. One of the simplest examples can be a weather providing service
- that can return the temperature for a given input city. Clearly, even if no state is
changing in a system that uses the weather service, just the fact that two service
invocations are initiated at different times will lead to different return values.
In the rest of the thesis (outside this section), only the functional aspects of the
services is analyzed. But stateful services are very frequently met in practice. A
very popular cloud computing platform consists only on stateful services - the
Amazon Web Services3. To use this kind of services, one must initiate a session
of communication - where some user identity is established, the user can then
authenticate, use the service with a price plan, log out and so on. The service
manages internally all the information requiring this functionality. The model
required to define the automatic composition of stateful services is clearly more
complex; and the arising problems are computationally harder as well, for example
as proved in [Kil+11]. However, without considering states in the composition
model, the applicability is drastically limited. Even the QoS-aware model from
Section 2.5 cannot practically implement a cost for service calls if the services do not
have a method to authenticate users - as done for example in AWS services.
The Behavioral Description-based Web Service Description Model, described for com-
position for example in [Kil+08], or [Kil+13], defines web services as complex
structures, consisting of five parts:
1. a set of internal variables that the service controls. A service state is described
by a valuation of all its internal variables.
2. a set of input variables, similar to input parameters in our previous models,
through which the information is transmitted to the service at a service call.
3. a set of output variables, used to communicate the result of a service call.
4. an initial predicate over internal variables, used to describe the initial service
state(s).
5. a transition predicate, defined over triples of internal, input and primed
variable valuations. This describes the possible transitions: for a current
service state and the input values with which the service is accessed; specifies
through primed (∈ internal) variables, possible successor states of the service.
The transition predicate can be deterministic (if there is only one successor
state) or non-deterministic.
3Amazon AWS – https://aws.amazon.com/
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Modeling service descriptions in such a manner enables the (formal) definition of
automatic composition of stateful services. This summary description is intended to
give a rough idea of how stateful services are modeled for composition, but for a
complete definition, see the referenced bibliography.
Within this thesis, we do not propose contributions for stateful service composition
model, its complexity or solution algorithms; as it falls out of our scope. Stateful
composition models are too complex to generate approachable problems, and for
this reason, they were not included in the Web Services Challenge series either.
2.7 Online Composition Problem
In this section, we use the term online problem to refer to problems that process
input data continuously, therefore processing queries that can either update some
state or request some information about that state.
Web Service Composition can naturally be analyzed as an online problem. Obviously,
web services themselves provide some functionality online, and following SoA prin-
ciples, their registration, updates, downtime, and eventual decommissioning; are
dynamic events that can occur. Systems developed on top of services need to prepare
for these events. This can be very important for automatic composition as well.
Currently, there is little research in this context for automatic composition. Some
papers provide fault-tolerance for composite services, such as [CR11] and [Rao+07];
but they do not define the composition explicitly as an online problem. Also, they
do not analyze the theoretical complexity of the operations involved but propose
engineering solutions like replication of services.
2.7.1 Maintenance of Compositions
This online version of service composition is independent of any model described
in Chapter 2. This means that it can be used with any parameter matching model,
semantic model, considering QoS metrics or not, etc. Regarding service states, the
online composition model considers the service state just at some elementary level:
the availability of services. More in-depth analysis of service states in the online
model can be considered but is left for future work (for example, we can imagine a
system that automatically changes compositions for user requests based on service
response time updates).
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Figure 2.6.: Actors involved in the Online Web Service Composition problem.
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The model definition below is presented in [DO19], which proposes a failover
mechanism for service composition. That is the main part of the proposed solution
for the generic online problem.
In the Online Service Composition, we consider three types of actors: the service
providers, the users requesting for compositions, and the composition generator.
Usually generating the composition is a static method applied only once, generating
the composition and returning it to the user. But in real-world tough, most often, we
expect that the user would run the resulting composition for a continuous period
of time, over which the services should remain available. Also, we can imagine
that service providers can shut down services, or similarly, they can add services to
registries, or update the service interfaces. All of these are actually frequently met
in practice. Figure 2.6 displays this general scenario, with the composition engine
positioned in the center - the component implementing the solution for the online
composition problem. The service monitor component, part of the composition engine
verifies the service’s health - and can detect if services break down.
In Section 2.7.3, we will present an detailed example with a dynamic repository of
services and two composition requests. Removal of a service affects one of the two
composition responses.
2.7.2 Formal Definition
We formally summarize in the following the elements of the model and present
its basic mode of operation. For simplicity, we will use the initial, simplest param-
eter matching by name. Also, we do not use QoS values, and only favor shorter
compositions to longer ones, counting only the total number of services used.
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Parameters. Let P be the set of all parameters, identified by names, that appear in
any service definition or in the user request. P is not restricted in any way, and it
can include any string.
Web Services. A service is identified by a name and contains two sets of parameters,
input, and output: wsi = 〈name, In,Out〉, where In,Out ⊆ P.
Service Repository. The service repository, written as R, is the set of all services,
R = ⋃
∀i
wsi.
Composition Query. A user request for a composition or a composition query can
be thought of as a service that does not exist yet, but the user has an interest in
it. It is defined over a set of input parameters that the user initially knows and
a set of requested (output) parameters that the user needs. All active queries
qx = 〈name, In,Out〉; In,Out ⊆ P make the set Q.
Valid Composition. For query qx, a valid service composition, is a sequence of
services 〈ws1, ws2, ...wsk〉, where: each service input set must be included in the set
of all previously called services outputs, or in the user initially known parameters,
and the final user query output must be covered by services outputs.
wsi.In ⊆
(
qx.In ∪
( i−1⋃
j=1
wsj .Out
))
, ∀ i = 1..k
and qx.Out ⊆
(
k⋃
i=1
wsi.Out
)
Online Web Service Composition Problem. Following the notations above, a
solution for the online version of the problem has to dynamically resolve the series
of operations:
• registerService(wsi) - a service developed adds a service to the registry. Ideally,
such an operation can modify existing compositions as well, that were found at
an earlier time. For example, if considering wsi would make some compositions
shorter, or if some compositions requests were unsolvable and became solvable.
• removeService(wsi) - a service developer stops providing a service. At least, all
compositions that basted on wsi need to be re-computed (their solutions can
increase in length or they can become unsolvable).
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• detectServiceDown(wsi) - the internal service monitor detects that a service
broke. In this case, the composition engine can only implement the same
strategy as for the removeService(wsi) above, eventually notifying the service
developer as well. If more elaborate QoS metrics are considered, the service
monitor would detect such situations as well.
• findComposition(qx) - a service consumers requests for a new composition.
On top of providing a solution if it exists, the composition manager has to
store the request, response, and the client internally, to be able to notify the
respective user when relevant services become inaccessible and to provide
alternate compositions.
• dropCompositionRequest(qx) - as compositions are maintained, the users re-
questing compositions can also notify if some composition request is no longer
used.
The operations above are the most important for the online version of the problem,
but other useful operations can be imagined. For example, if a service is detected to
exhibit problems (is unavailable or has delayed response times), in many cases other
services developed by the same provider - are most probably affected as well. For
example, this can happen because of services from one provider can be deployed on
the same server, or have some other common dependency. In such a case, the service
monitor can notify the composition engine of this exact situation and appropriate
strategies can be implemented.
Similarly, in the case of particular QoS metrics, the composition engine has to
implement intelligent strategies to respond to queries. For example, the throughput
of a web service is a particular metric if clients concurrently use the service. If more
requests use the same service, the total number of service invocations should not
exceed the service’s throughput.
It is easy to imagine other aspects as the ones presented above. Therefore, the online
perspective of the automatic composition opens many new research directions. Our
failover strategy presented in paper [DO19] and, more generally in the complexity
Section 3.6 is just the first step in this direction.
2.7.3 Updating Compositions Example
A more detailed example of the online version of the service composition problem
is described below. Name matching is used for the parameter model as defined in
Section 2.1, a dynamic repository of eight services is considered and two composition
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requests are maintained. Three steps or stages are shown in Figure 2.7 and described
below:
1. in this state the two composition requests are satisfied. First, getDrivingCondi-
tions can be resolved by the following sequence of six services: locatePhone,
getWeather, getLatLon, getMap, nearbyStreet, and trafficInfo. Secondly, the
getCityMap service can be solved by a composition of only three services:
getCityDistrict, getCityCenter, and getMap.
2. then, suppose one of the services, getLatLon, is removed or breaks, either of
the two having the same effect on the composition engine.
3. afterward, the composition solving the getCityMap request is not affected
as it does not include the inaccessible service. But the composition for the
getDrivingConditions request is affected. However, getLatLon can be replaced
in this context with service getCityCenter. Even if the services are not identical
they both satisfy parameter matching restrictions. The new composition for
getDrivingConditions request is: locatePhone, getWeather, getCityCenter, getMap,
nearbyStreet, and trafficInfo.
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Figure 2.7.: query and update operations interleaved on repository and requests.
Composition for getDrivingConditions changes after getLatLon is deleted.
More details are given in the above Section 2.7.3.
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2.8 Conclusion
Apart from the models and all the elements described in Chapter 2, many others can
be considered. Automatic Service Composition has many aspects and all of them
are potential interesting research topics. If we investigate practical applications as
in Chapter 4, other situations arise as well, for example, many service definition
languages allow optional input parameters, without formally describing the semantics
behind, which is a requirement for automation. Also, security can be an important
topic in service composition, like in any distributed system that exposes data over
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the network. Out of all these, we have chosen the models to analyze based on
two reasons: if they are computationally interesting (resulting in optimization or
computationally hard problems) or if the existing models required some additions
to be able to express different constraints, present in manual composition (when
the composition is constructed by a human person) on cases that we believe are
important.
Regarding potential future work, for the composition models, there are many pos-
sibilities of continuation. Another contribution to this topic is the API and data
model designed for a modern composition framework. It is described in Section
4.3 and uses elements from almost all of the presented models: the Relational and
Object-Oriented models, with contextual knowledge of objects with types organized
hierarchically. Clearly, as future work, it can be extended to also include interesting
QoS properties, stateful information about services or compositions, in particular:
maintain compositions as in the online version and also consider potential security
weaknesses. All of these can be combined all together or just some of them; and
the most practical contribution is to implement such a framework and make service
developers use it.
In this chapter, we proposed several composition problem models and in the next
chapter, we will propose solutions and algorithms for each of them.
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3Complexity of Composition
Models
This chapter provides a detailed analysis of the computational complexity of various
versions and operations of the automatic composition problem. It also presents
statistics about the optimization problem, in which the number of services used
is reduced, which can be seen as an approximation for the running time or cost.
Algorithms are first presented as proofs of the upper bound measure of complexity,
and in Section 3.3 they are evaluated relative to the solutions that won in the
challenges organized in 2005 and 2008. Algorithms solving the newly proposed
models are evaluated on benchmarks artificially created for these models. They
cannot be compared with other algorithms since there are no other algorithms yet
to solve the new models. For the synthetic benchmarks, we also describe how our
generators simulate all functionality, even edge cases and increase the run-time for
searching compositions, resulting in the intended worst-case scenarios.
The next two sections avoid the detailed description of algorithms and focus on the
theoretical complexity of the underlying problems, on different models: Section
3.1 for the upper bound measure of complexity, where a short description of the
algorithms is provided; and Section 3.2 for the more theoretical lower bound.
3.1 Upper Bounds - Overview
Generally, the upper bound is a measure of the computational complexity of problems,
that is the complexity of the fastest known algorithm that solves the given problem.
We will analyze the run-time complexity of the best-performing algorithms (generally,
i.e. the overall performance), that we propose in Section 3.3. For some given
operation, for example, building a composition, this can potentially be the effective
upper bound, but it also depends on the requirement that the composition should be:
shortest possible, preferable shorter, or if no requirement is specified in this regard.
The algorithms are designed to perform the best relative to the challenges evaluation
criteria, that consider the composition length, and the choice is usually to reduce the
composition size but without significantly increasing the theoretical complexity or
the run-time. For most of the algorithms, we also analyze the pre-processing phase
efficiency.
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3.1.1 Name Matching Model
The simplest model for parameter matching leads to the computationally-easiest
version of the problem - thus, the fastest algorithm, relative to the number of services.
Also, at the time of designing the algorithm for this model, which is in 2017, in
[Dia17a], our focus was on low-level optimizations and almost only on producing
the fastest algorithm. This is beyond theoretical complexity as constant-factors were
also considered, programming language, read operations and others.
The Algorithm 1 maintains a set of known parameters that gradually increases; and
for each web service, a set of remaining required input parameters that are yet
unknown. Once such a set becomes empty, the service is marked as available to be
called, i.e. callable. The next service to call can be chosen without any criteria, or as
in Algorithm 1, guided by a heuristic score that estimates the usefulness of services.
In our implementation, including this score was done with almost no drawback to
efficiency. Shortly, the algorithm is similar to a breadth-first traversal of a graph with
services as nodes and accessibility guided by input requirements. In BFS, one node
can be selected when it is neighbor of a node visited already; like a service that can
be called if all its inputs are known.
Following the notations in Section 2.1: if |R| = the size of the repository, or the
number of services; and P = the total number of parameters, i.e. the sum of
the number of parameters of each service, both input, and output, we were able
to design an algorithm of O(|R| + P ) run-time complexity. This is the resulting
complexity if: (1) we do not consider the representation of parameter names as
strings, but consider them as numbers, or pre-compute their hash values; and (2) we
do not try to reduce the composition size. If we do reduce the composition size, in a
way that proved very effective on benchmarks, the complexity is increased only to
O(|R| · log|R|+P ), because of a priority queue operation. The first linear complexity
is clearly optimal, as it is the problem input size.
We did not implement an approach to guarantee the shortest composition, because
the optimization problem is NP-Hard as shown in Section 3.2. However, besides the
scoring mechanism, we also implemented a reduction phase, that essentially drops
the unused services which may be added to the composition for various reasons. If
applied repeatedly, this can increase the complexity, and we do not consider it in
the theoretical complexity analysis. The number of reductions applied is limited by
the number of services, |R|, but in practice, only a few reductions were applied on
test cases (more details in the description of the algorithm). One reduction runs in
amortized linear time.
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In Sections 3.1 and Section 3.2, the focus is on the complexities of different problem
models. The proposed algorithms are summarized in Section 3.1 and will be detailed
in Section 3.3.
3.1.2 Hierarchical Model
The main contribution of the paper [T¸D18] is proving that the hierarchical model,
at least as introduced in the 2008 challenge, does not increase the computational
complexity. This was done by a pre-processing phase. Shortly, a Euler-Tour traversal
of the hierarchy helps to reduce the execution time of finding sub/super-concept
relations to O(1). This, together with other more commonly used data structures
and optimizations, made it possible to implement a very efficient algorithm, that
again, uses a heuristic score to reduce the composition size.
Another metric introduced by the 2008 challenge is the execution path, that counts
the number of levels that a composition includes, where at a level multiple services are
executed in parallel. This considers that the execution time does not add in parallel
execution. However, since, hypothetically, the maximum execution time of parallel
processes is relevant, this is a better approximation of the total execution time.
Finding the composition with optimum execution path is solvable in polynomial-time,
and our proposed Algorithm 3.3.6 computes such a composition.
The overall complexity of the implemented algorithm, following the notations in
Section 2.2 is O(|C| + |R| · log|R| + P ) if we ignore the optional reduction phase;
where |C| is the number of concepts, R the repository and, again, P the total number
of parameters of services. We state this as an upper bound, as our algorithm has a
much faster run time.
3.1.3 Relational Model
The relational model was designed to significantly increase the expressiveness of
how input parameters are declared and matched, to allow more types of restrictions
on service calls. A consequence of adding binary relations over the set of parameters
in the model is the fact that now parameters with the same name can potentially
appear in different relational contexts, thus adding the need to distinguish between
instances of the same concept. This has an important effect on the complexity as
well. Even without it, the problem becomes NP-Complete even for a single service
parameter match (finding whether a service is callable in a given knowledge state);
as it will be shown later. But if we consider that, now, there are multiple instances
of a concept, the problem is even harder - as the number of generated instances is
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theoretically unlimited. In this case, it may be impossible to say that an instance has
a solution or not, for specific problem instances. However, in practice, this issue was
solved by limiting the number of instances of the same concept, according to their
relational context.
The high-level description of the algorithm is broadly similar to previous algorithms
solving the first two versions of composition models. It starts with the initially known
knowledge state and at each step in a loop tries to call a service with a new parameter
match - a new set of concept instances matched to inputs. The state contains the
instances known of each concept type, with associated relations to other instances.
The knowledge is now similar to a labeled directed graph unlike before where it was
a simple set. To match parameters to a given service, and backtracking procedure is
implemented. The procedure adds any instance matching the concepts of each input
parameter at a time and checks the matching relations with parameters and instances
already matched. To match a web service ws to a knowledge state K = 〈O,R〉 it
takes a worst-case run-time of O(|O||ws.I| · |ws.I|2) since all possible objects can
be matched on any input parameter, and verifying relations can take O(|ws.I|2).
Obviously, in practice, this runs much faster because the relations are verified at
each level and large portions of the execution tree are pruned. Also, type matches
are checked as well: candidate instances matched to parameters must be sub-types
of the type of the parameter. More details about the theoretical complexity of the
relational model are less important, other than that the run time is exponential.
3.1.4 Object-Oriented Model
The Object-Oriented model was designed with two purposes: to translate the au-
tomatic service composition problem to modern service definition formats (like
OpenAPI, schema.org, REST services); and to be able to model the composition
on known examples where the previous model failed. It was designed during the
same period as the Relational Model, and at that time they were somehow different
solutions to the same problem: lack of expressiveness of traditional or hierarchi-
cal models. The so-called Object-Oriented approach was inspired by modern web
standards, most notably the schema.org data model; but at the design time, the
complexity was not a concern at all. The important part was designing a service
composition model that can actually apply to real-world scenarios. The nice surprise
about the Object-Oriented model was that it kept the polynomial complexity upper
bound, even if no compromise was intended in this regard. The proposed algorithm
(which will be detailed in Section 3.5) has a run time complexity of O
(∑{number
of properties of c | c ∈ C} +∑{|ws.I| + |ws.O|∣∣ ws ∈ R}), i.e. linear in the input
size, if the composition length is not minimized, like in our implementation. The
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conclusion is that the complexity is not increased, more than the resolution of the
knowledge state is increased: from single concepts to concept properties.
3.1.5 Online Problem Operations
The Online version of the Composition Problem defines new operations, other than
the traditional and single findComposition operation. In the online or dynamic
problem, multiple composition requests can be created and removed, as well as
services. The system or the algorithm maintains a list of composition requests
with associated composition solutions if existent; and the dynamic repository of
services. In our work published in paper [DO19], the algorithm prepares for a
fail-over solution for the scenario in which a service brakes that may be used in
some compositions. If a backup is ready, the affected users are notified of the
outage and provided with alternative composition. The parameter model used
was the initial model, with trivial name-based matching. Thus, the complexity
of fining the first composition for a query is the same, O(|R| + P ), but once the
composition is returned to the user, a background thread searches for backups for
the composition. If the composition length is L, then at most 2·L new composition
queries are processed. Therefore the backups search can take O(|R| · (|R|+ P )) but
the execution is asynchronous. Creating the known and required parameters for
these queries is implemented efficiently, in amortized linear complexity.
Once a web service breaks, the complexity of switching to backup composition -
if existent - is also implemented efficiently, in O(U), where U is the number of
compositions using that service. This is trivial since we maintain an index of all
the usages of each service. Of course, a new search for backups is initiated in the
background - that searches for backups for the new active composition, which was a
backup itself previously. We did not yet found an efficient solution to the operation
of adding a new service - other than iterating all existing composition requests and
processing a new query for each. This is part of future work.
But the important improvement of the backup scheme is that when a used service
breaks, for the queries for which backups exist, the user should notice no delay spent
in searching new compositions, as they are provided with the pre-computed backups
instantly. This is not measured by the theoretical complexity analysis but would be
very important in practice.
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3.2 Lower Bounds
In the previous Section 3.1 we shortly presented some theoretical complexity analysis
of the algorithms designed for several composition models considered; and in the
following section, we will present the algorithms themselves, together with some
empirical evaluation. From the perspective of problem complexity however, these
provide measures of how efficient or fast can particular models be solved. The
opposite measure of problem complexity is usually referred to as lower bound. It
defines the limits for which there are proofs showing that problems cannot be solved
faster than those limits. In this section, we present a few results in this direction.
In theory, together with upper bounds, these give a view on how close the research
community is to closing a problem, i.e. proving that a problem cannot be solved
faster than the run-time of an algorithm known to solve that problem. Our analysis
is less precise but the following complexity results give some highlights, mainly
proving that some (sub)problems are NP-Complete.
First of all, for the initial, raw version of composition: with the simplest name-
matching parameters and without consideration on the length of the resulting
composition, we proposed an algorithm of O(|R|+P ) run-time complexity. Since |R|
is the number of web services, that need to be read at least; and their configuration
as well: P - total number of parameters; this algorithm is clearly optimal. This is
because the asymptotic complexity is equal to the size of the input. This result is
similar to the one for the hierarchical version of the composition and the object-
oriented model; we presented algorithms that are linear or close to linear run-time
complexities relative to the problem instances size.
The polynomial-time complexity algorithm for the name match model was the
initial starting point of the thesis. In paper [Zou+14], a solution is proposed which
reduces service composition instances to planning instances, i.e. A.I. planning in
PDDL format, that are then solved by a generic planner. This is intriguing as we
propose a linear algorithm for the same composition problem, and almost linear
heuristic to reduce composition size with good results in practice; while planning
is PSPACE-complete generally [McD+98]. Clearly, reducing instances of an easier
problem to a harder problem (computationally) does not seem optimal. However,
planning solvers are studied a lot and are optimized with many techniques, so
they were able to outperform in 2014 the solutions presented at the competition
in 2005. But similarly, our proposed algorithm had much better results than the
planning-based approaches. In general, it is not clear either if the plan solvers are
trying to reduce the plan size, i.e. the number of actions used, which translates
into the number of web services in the composition. Indirectly, this is probably
true since they reduce the execution time, which is most often proportional to plan
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size. Other advantages for planning-based approaches are: they do not require the
implementation of an algorithm, but only a "reduction" / conversion of inputs and
outputs; and perhaps more importantly, they are more suitable to be adapted to
stateful versions of composition (discussed in Section 2.6).
3.2.1 Shortest Composition is NP-Hard
Set Cover Problem: For a universe (set of elements) U = {1, 2, ...n}; and a collec-
tion S of m sets whose union equals the universe, find the smallest set of sets from
S which covers the universe: their union is U . The decision problem associated to
Set Cover is one of the Karp’s 21 NP-Complete problems, shown to be NP-Complete
in 1972.
Set Cover reduction to Web Service Composition (the version where the shortest
composition is required, namely Min-WSC). As exemplified in Figure 3.1, each set
Si is transformed into a web service wsi with empty input and a parameter at the
output for each element from the set, with a corresponding name. The user request
also has an empty set as the set of initially known parameters and requires finding
all parameters with names from the elements of the universe. The reduction is linear
so an algorithm that would guarantee the shortest composition in linear time, would
also resolve the Set Cover in polynomial-time, which is possible only if P = NP.
Figure 3.1.: Example transformation of a SetCover instance to a Min-WSC instance. Short-
est composition yields the smallest cover set.
S1 = {1, 3}
S2 = {2, 3}
S3 = {4}
S4 = {2, 4}
U = {1, 2, 3, 4}
ws1
.in = ∅
.out = {par1, par3}
ws2
.in = ∅
.out = {par2, par3}
ws3
.in = ∅
.out = {par4}
ws4
.in = ∅
.out = {par2, par4}
request
known = ∅
required = {par1, par2, par3, par4}
trans
form input
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moutput
Therefore, finding the shortest composition is NP-Hard on the simple name matching
model. This extends to most of our other models: for the optimization problem,
requesting the shortest composition. This is true because, extending the models
with a hierarchy of concepts, relations or concept properties can be particularized
in such a way that any instance of the name-matching model is solvable through
enhanced models. For example, a flat hierarchy of concepts, where no subsumption
would be possible, can model any instance of the name-matching case. Likewise, the
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relational model can work without relations and the object-oriented model without
properties.
3.2.2 Relational Parameter Matching is NP-Complete
In the relational model, presented in Section 2.3, parameters represented by con-
cepts are enhanced with a set of binary relations. In the problem definition, multiple
instances of the same concept are allowed, distinguished by their relational context.
At some stage of the composition, the knowledge state is defined by the set of all
instances of concepts, together with the relations defined over them. The input
parameters of a Web Service are defined likewise: a set of types, with all relations
between them required to call the service. To verify if a match exists: assigning
known instances to each parameter, such that all relations in the service definition
are satisfied i.e. matched; is a particular case of labeled subgraph isomorphism. Sub-
graph isomorphism is NP-Complete [Cor+04]. The instance-to-parameter matching
problem is more general because: (1) the relations are directed edges, and (2) an
instance and parameters are typed, with types organized in the hierarchy of concepts,
with the polymorphism implications. To prove that NP-Complete complexity holds,
(2) is not an issue because: a dummy hierarchy of a single node/concept simulates the
non-hierarchical model. More precisely, since for the proof we are reducing labeled
subgraph isomorphism to relational parameter matching, and the nodes of the graphs
can match without any type restriction (any node to any node), a single-node tree
of concepts, with all instances and parameters of that node’s type, will represent
the isomorphism problem case. The first difference (1), the directed relations, is
also a generalization of the un-directed edges in graphs, as they can simply be
replaced by two edges covering both directions, with the same label. Therefore,
the problem of verifying just if a Web Service can be validly called in a knowledge
state is NP-Complete. The general composition problem is obviously at least as hard
since it requires applying the match at any stage of the composition, and moreover
properly choosing the service to match as well.
The heuristic score-based approaches presented to shorten the composition, for
example in Section 3.3.2, give good results on challenge benchmarks, other tests
generated by tools such as WS-Ben or proposed generator algorithms. However, it
would be interesting to find if there is a limit on the error rate for the proposed
heuristic or similar solutions. This is left for future work.
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3.3 Algorithms and Performance on Challenges
and Self Assessment
The first two stages of our research are the implementations of efficient algorithms
aiming to provide the best performing solutions to the 2005 [Bla+05] and 2008
[Ban+08] challenges. These are presented in detail in papers [Dia17a] and [T¸D18]
and both scored the highest relative to the solutions present at the challenges years
before, on challenges benchmarks and with the challenges scoring system. The
algorithms are described in the following, together with their empirical evaluation
relative both to the old benchmarks and on newly generated tests.
3.3.1 Name Matching Model - Algorithm
The algorithm makes valid calls to available services from the repository until the
goal is reached: all the user required parameters are found. To implement this
efficiently, a set of known parameters K is maintained that is first initialized with the
user’s initially known parameters. We define an accessible service, a service from the
repository that has all input parameters included in the currently known parameters.
The algorithm chooses a new accessible service repeatability, while it is possible, or
the user request is already satisfied. The output of the chosen service is added to
K and the process continues. If at any point all goal parameters are completely
included in the known parameter set, the search stops since a satisfying composition
is found already. The search also stops if there are no accessible services and in this
case, the problem instance has no solution.
Algorithm 1 Composition Search on Name Match model.
1: function FINDCOMPOSITION(R, i, g)
2: sol← empty list // (of nodes)
3: K← i.O // set of known parameters
4: ni← newAccessibleService(R, sol,K)
5: while ni 6= NULL do
6: sol.add(ni)
7: K ← K ∪ ni.O
8: if (g.I ⊆ K) then
9: return sol // and exit
10: ni← newAccessibleService(R, sol,K)
11: return NULL
12: function NEWACCESSIBLESERVICE(R, sol, K)
13: for n ∈ R do
14: if (n.I ⊆ K) ∧ (n 6∈ sol) then return n
15: return NULL
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In Algorithm 1 we have the input R – the repository as a set of web services, (i, g) –
the initial and goal parameters structured as services (with i.I = ∅ and g.O = ∅). sol
is the ordered list of services in the constructed composition solution and K is the set
of currently know parameters.
To implement newAccessibleService() efficiently some other structures are imple-
mented:
• inputParameterOf – a map from any parameter to the set of all services that
have this parameter as input.
• unknownInputParameters – a map from any service to the set of its input
parameters that are currently unknown.
• accessibleServices – services wsi with unknownInputParameters[wsi] = ∅.
• userUnknownParameters – set of required parameters that are yet unknown.
newAccessibleService() will return any element of accessibleServices set if nonempty
and NULL otherwise. If the set is empty, and the userUnknownParameters set is not
empty, the problem instance has no solution. This is correct because we mark all
parameters that are found on any invocation and once found a parameter is never
forgotten. Moreover, if - for any reason - a service is invoked but it does not add any
new parameter, that has no negative effect anywhere in the problem formulated as
in Section 2.1.
The data structures have to be updated after a service call. For any of the web
service’s output parameters, if that parameter was not in K (known) set, then it is a
new learned parameter. This will only happen once, which is relevant to the overall
complexity. In this case, we iterate through all the services in inputParameterOf that
parameter and remove it from unknownInputParameters for the service. This does
not increase the time complexity since any parameter is found only once and then
added to K. When removing a parameter from the unknownInputParameters of a
web service, we check if there are still any unknown parameters for that service. If
there are none, we add the service to accessibleServices. This also can happen only
one time.
Also, when a service is called it is permanently removed from accessibleServices: it
will never add any benefit to call it again. userUnknownParameters is also updated
when a new parameter is learned to enable constant time complexity of termination
condition.
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3.3.2 Shortening the Compositions
Finding the shortest composition is an NP-Complete problem, as it was shown in
the previous lower bound Section 3.2.1. But in practice and on the challenge tests,
adding a computationally-simple method for reducing the composition size had very
good results in this regard. This method consists of a simple, score-based heuristic
for reducing the solution length which does not significantly increase the running
time.
Each distinct parameter and Web Service is associated with a positive floating-point
score that approximates the expected benefit of finding that parameter or calling
that Web Service. First, the scores are calculated for all parameters and services.
Then the composition algorithm follows as described with the only difference that
when one service is chosen from the currently accessible services the one with the
highest score is chosen. The set is simply replaced by a set ordered decreasingly
by the score values, and the time complexity is increased from O(1) to O(logN) if
using Binary Search Tree or Heap structures.
The score-assigning algorithm follows two key principles:
I. Service score cumulates the score of its output parameters. This is because
the score is a measure of the benefit of choosing that one service to call next, not the
possibility of calling it, so the output parameters are favored to input parameters.
Since the output parameters can be used further independently sum of scores is
suitable.
II. Parameter score cumulates the scores of all services for which they are
inputs. This is the other way around: if one parameter is found then any service
that has it as input could possibly become accessible. This is a good estimate
although services might have other harder-to-reach parameters as input and remain
inaccessible. Intuitively the score ”flows” from parameters to services and from
services to parameters. The initial score is associated to the user goal parameters
that can be assigned with any positive constant number (e.g. each goal parameter
← 1)
Working with the above score implications can result in cycles since one parameter
can play the role of both input and output in different services. Some parameter
scores might increase the score of services that increase the score of parameters and
so on and it is possible to reach the initial parameters on this path. It is impossible to
compute all the scores in this manner so a limitation has to be imposed. Our chosen
trade-off is to process any service only once. The algorithm first assigns scores to
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parameters in the user request. Then for any service that provides any of these
parameters, we process that service by calculating the score of that service. While
doing this, some output parameters of that service might have no score assigned yet,
and we handle them as having score 0. Next, the score of its input parameters is
increased with the service score divided by the number of input parameters. Some
new services might output these parameters so they are added to the processing
queue. Then the next service from the queue is processed and so on until the queue
is empty.
At the end of the iteration of all services that could be reached, the sum of output
parameters score is computed again for each service. This is a simple but effective
improvement since at the time of first processing of each service some parameters
might had a lower score than at the end. This can be extended further in several
ways, for example: if service score increases at the last step, we can increase the
parameters score accordingly. For simplicity and performance concerns only the first
step was implemented.
Figure 3.2.: Score propagation from user required parameters towards accessible services.
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For the example, in Figure 3.2, the first scores will be assigned to parameters a, b, c
with the value of 1. Services ws2 and ws3 are added to the queue since they produce
at least one of these parameters. For service ws2 the score is now 2 which is the sum
of the scores of a, c, e and h that are 1, 1, 0 and 0. Also, b’s score is increased by 2
thus reaching 3.
Service ws3 is processed next and assigned the score of b that is 3. d and f score is
assigned to 3/2 = 1.5, and ws1 is added to the queue and processed next. Its score
is the sum of d and g that is 1.5+0=1.5. e score is 1.5/1 = 1.5 and the queue is
empty.
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It the end, all services scores are recalculated as the sum of their output parameters
and in our case, this changes only the score of ws2 that now includes the nonzero
score of e and reaches at 3.5.
Algorithm 1 follows the score allocation algorithm with the accessible services set
sorted decreasingly by these final scores. However, the provided solution can possibly
be shortened further by several different tests. These have been proven important in
practice.
One first observation is that any service that outputs no new parameter relative to
previous services output in the chain is removed. Also, any output parameter that
is not used by further services or the final user request is useless and thus services
that output only parameters of this this type can also be removed. To include all
the corner cases here, we iterate all services in the solution chain, keeping two
information for all parameters: if there is any service already processed that provides
the parameter as output (if it is already provided), and how many unprocessed-yet
services require each parameter as their input (if it will be required further). To
implement this efficiently, the solution chain has to be iterated twice: the first time
all parameter’s input appearances are counted. On the second iteration, this counter
can be simply decreased on any new input appearance; the remaining counter will
represent the appearances of a parameter in further services. This way, the time
complexity of the algorithm is not increased, if proper data structures are used,
like hash table containers. Finally, one service is useful if it outputs at least one
parameter that is not provided by previous services but is required by further services
in the chain, or in the final user required parameters. If one service is not useful
by this definition, it can be dropped from the composition without invalidating it.
These final steps are effective on benchmarks reducing the solution length on tests
from two different benchmarks.
3.3.3 Results on the 2005 Challenge and WS-Ben
The performance of our solution is compared with the planning based approach
described in Zou et al [Zou+14] used with two different solvers: GraphPlan [BF97]
and FastForward [Hof01]. For more details on planning-based solutions see our
paper [Dia17a]. Each of the three solutions is executed on tests from three sources:
ICEBE’05 competition [Bla+05], WS-Ben [Oh+06], a tool that creates instances for
service composition problems; and tests from the generator in Section 3.3.4. Two
metrics are considered: the running time to deliver a solution and the solution
length, which is the number of web services in the composition. All solutions
provided are validated with a separate program that verifies the accessibility of
each service in the composition in order and the provisioning of all user required
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parameters at the end. Results on each benchmark are presented on separate
tables.
Table 3.1.: Results on a selection of ICEBE’05 tests.
|R| file name Algorithm 1 GraphPlan Fast-Fwd
time (s) length time (s) length time (s) length
2656 composition1-50-16 0.46 2 0.3 2 2.99 2
4156 composition1-100-4 0.26 4 0.64 4 2.6 4
5356 composition2-50-32 2.1 7 6.6 7 14.3 7
8356 composition2-100-32 3.6 7 3.0 7 22.1 7
|R| is the number of web services in the .WSDL file or the repository size. Time is
measured in seconds and len column specifies the length of the provided composition
in the number of web services.
The ICEBE’05 tests are structured in two sets: composition1 and composition2 where
the second is computationally harder. Our first two tests are from composition1
and the last two are from composition2, where we can see a significant increase in
the running time of all solutions. Another important parameter of the tests is the
number of parameters per service. The selected tests have different choices for this
parameter, specified in the last number of the file name (4, 16, 32). Also, each file
in ICEBE’05 provides 11 user requests from which one is selected randomly. The
running times are compared on only this selected query that is the same for the
three solutions.
The conclusion from ICEBE’05 results is that Fast-Forward times are significantly
higher especially on larger repositories and GraphPlan has about the same perfor-
mance as our polynomial solution. On all tests, the solution length is the same but
interestingly, the solutions are not identical and each of the three solutions provides
almost disjoint compositions, with only a few services in common.
Table 3.2.: Results on a selection of WSBen (Scale-Free option).
|R| Algorithm 1 GraphPlan Fast-Fwd
time (s) length time (s) length time (s) length
300 0.03 9 0.08 9 0.07 9
1000 0.1 7 0.3 11 1.4 6
5000 0.7 8 2.7 13 4.6 6
10000 1.7 9 3.6 15 error ?
The WSBen tests are generated with the Scale-Free option. Other options (Small
World or Random) and other parameter changes did not reveal significantly different
behavior. As seen in Table 3.2, the running times are generally smaller relative to
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ICEBE’05 composition-2 on the same repository size, thus the computational com-
plexity is not higher. Fast-Forward is again the slowest and even fails on repositories
with more than ten thousand services. To make Fast-Forward and even GraphPlan
run on large repositories, several constants defining data-structure limits had to be
increased in the code, like array limits and the maximum number of operators. But
even after this change Fast-Forward could not run on all tests in our experiments
and failed with parsing errors. On WSBen, GraphPlan running times are closer to
Fast-Forward than to our polynomial solution which is again the fastest.
But more important and different from previous results, WSBen tool revealed sig-
nificant information about the provided solution length. GraphPlan is faster than
Fast-Forward but it provides a much longer solution, our polynomial algorithm
provides a solution almost as short as Fast-Forward but much faster. This was not
the initial case as without the heuristics in Section 3.3.2 and the final improvements
added to reduce the solution length, the algorithm would reveal solutions that are
roughly closer to the ones provided by GraphPlan.
3.3.4 Generating Complex Compositions
In paper [Zou+14] and other works, the ICEBE05 tests, described in [Bla+05],
are used for comparing WSC solutions. This benchmark was created for one of
the first competitions on automatic WSC in 2005, and from our experiments, it
is not computationally hard or relevant for the solution length. Later, the paper
[Oh+06] introduces WSBen tool that was also largely used with better results, both
for running time and for the solution length. However, to show the efficiency of the
polynomial-time algorithm proposed in Section 1 over the planning methods, a new
set of tests was created with a special generator that reveals a much higher running
time variation of different solvers.
On both ICEBE05 and WSBen generated tests the solution found using either plan-
ning techniques or the polynomial algorithm is of at most 12 Web Services out
of at most tens of thousands of web services within a repository. Since it is ex-
pected that the running time would be highly influenced by the solution length,
this is not sufficient to differentiate between solutions, so the following generator is
proposed.
The generator creates a large repository of Web Services with random parameters
and then chooses an ordered list of distinct Web Services that is later changed to
contain a solution. It creates the user request as two fictive Web Services in the
solution chain: the first is a service with output parameters as the user’s request
initially known parameters and ∅ as input. Then for any service in the list in order,
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it changes the input parameter list. The number of elements stays the same but
the parameters are replaced by a (uniform) random choice of distinct parameters
from the union of the sets of outputs of previous services in the chain, including the
user’s request. The last extra "service" will have no output parameters but the input
is constructed similarly, and that input set is the goal required parameters.
Algorithm 2 is the summarized test generator algorithm. It uses four relevant input
parameters that control the input and output size for the generated instance.
Algorithm 2 Solution-based test generator.
1: /* numWebServices - number of Services, parsPerService - max parameter set size
2: numParameters - total distinct pars., numWSinSolution - max solution length */
3: for i← 0, numWebServices do // create web service wsi :
4: wsi.in← random parameter set // set size is random ∈ [1, parsPerService]
5: wsi.out← random parameter set // with values ∈ [1, numParameters]
6: sol0 ← 0 // ws0.out are initially known
7: for i← 1, numWSinSolution+ 1 do
8: if (i < numWSinSolution+ 1) then
9: soli ← random service index
10: else
11: soli ← 0 // user request required
12: wssoli .in← random parameters from
⋃i−1
j=0 wssolj .out
13: // repository: ws1, ws2, ..., wsnumWebServices; (known, required)← (sol0.out, sol0.in)
Figure 3.3.: Inputs are constructed based on the output of previous services in the chain.
wssol0in
wssol1in
wssol2in
wssollenin
wssollen+1in
wssol0out
wssol1out
wssol2out
wssollenout
wssollen+1out
...
...
3.3.5 Results on Large Compositions
The newly generated tests revealed much more information as seen in Table 3.3, for
comparing not only our solution but even the relative behavior of the two planners.
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Table 3.3.: Results on tests generated by Algorithm 2.
|R| sol.
length
pars. per
service
Algorithm 1 GraphPlan Fast-Fwd
time (s) len. time (s) len. time (s) len.
300 100 15 0.07 50 1.5 51 3.3 50
300 100 40 0.2 95 61 98 43 95
200 150 70 0.3 141 >3 hours ? 22 min 141
1000 200 50 1.6 130 39.9 133 error ?
1000 500 20 0.5 314 >3 hours ? error ?
1000 100 20 0.4 86 4.8 87 error ?
First, more test parameters are to consider than just the repository size, and the
most important is the desired solution length represented in the second column. This
is the number of services chained to build a valid solution as in Section 3.3.4, but
not all these services are strictly required. Often, shorter valid compositions are
found, because one service’s output parameters might not be chosen in the random
subset of parameters; that constitutes the input of the next service. The easiest way
to decrease the gap between the desired solution length and length of discovered
solutions is to increase the number of parameters per service, shown in the third
column. Each service’s input and output parameters sets will have a size of a uniform
random between 1 and this number of elements. Increasing this eventually increases
the probability of one service being strictly dependent on a previous service.
For example, the first two tests have 300 repository sizes, and both have the desired
solution length set as 100 but the first has 15 maximum parameters per service
while the second has 40. This produces a significant difference in the resulting
compositions: from a solution of length of only 50 for the first test the length is
increased to 95 on the second. The last three tests are generated with different
parameter values to provide long compositions both by increasing the desired solution
length and the maximum parameters per service, and we can observe the solutions
to be found from 86 to at most 314 web services. The observed solution length has
the highest influence in the running times of planning based solutions. For more
than one or two hundred services required in the composition, both planners simply
block for hours or provide errors while the polynomial solution runs in at most a few
seconds.
The test with the repository size of 200 was very useful to test the solution shortening
improvements: initially, the heuristic provided a 148 services-long solution that only
after the improvements was reduced first to 143 and finally to 141; that, interestingly,
is exactly as short as the solution of Fast-Forward. Also, this test reveals a huge
difference in the running times: from 0.3 seconds for the polynomial algorithm to 22
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minutes for Fast-Forward. GraphPlan was stopped after 3 hours of running without
providing any solution.
3.3.6 Hierarchical Model - Algorithm
In the following years the Web Services Challenge evolved, and the first steps were
to extend the semantics describing the parameter matching, as we also described
in Section 2.2. For the exact problem version of the 2008 challenge, we also
implemented a solution algorithm that was later published in paper [T¸D18]. This
was done as part of a bachelor’s thesis of the main author of the paper. The essence
of the paper, that was the bachelor’s student idea was to pre-compute the Euler
Traversal ordering of the concept-nodes of the hierarchy. In this manner, the sub-
concept relations can be solved in O(1) run-time, and together with appropriate data
structures, it leads to an almost linear run time complexity, relative to the problem’s
input size. This Euler Traversal optimization can be used in many applications where
tree-like structures are queried for node - child relations.
However, the 2008 challenge had other new elements as well. One is that more
than just the number of services in a composition was measured. A new metric
evaluated called execution path measures the number of service calls if calls that can
be executed in parallel are counted only as one. Obviously, this has implications in
the algorithm design as well, that often uses the therm layer of services - for a set of
services that can be executed in parallel in a constructing composition.
The algorithm runs two processes in a loop. The first step, the construction phase,
consists of building a valid composition, attempting to use as few services as possi-
ble. The second step, the reduction phase, removes useless services in the current
composition based on some specific criteria. The loop ends when the second step
provides no further improvement. At any time, the algorithm maintains a dynamic
scoring of the services. Each service score estimates the amount of new information
that can be obtained after adding the service to the composition. This score is used
to minimize the size of the composition and is computed on the fly.
After selecting a service, its output parameters together with all instances that are
more generic than these are learned.
More details of the algorithm are presented in the paper [T¸D18], we will only
describe the pre-processing that helped keep the complexity linear (or almost linear
if the scores are considered).
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First, an important preprocessing phase is presented, that is particular to our solution
and that is crucial to the improved complexity if used together with several other
suitable data structures, that are more common. This optimization can often be used
when working with tree data structures for querying ancestor-descendant relations
in constant time.
Hierarchy traversal: reduce run-time complexity of subsume queries to O(1)
The following Algorithm 3 describes the method that computes the "entry time" and
"exit time" of each node of a concept in the taxonomy, performing a linearization of
the taxonomy tree. The time variable is a global variable initialized with 0 that will
keep the position in a modified Euler Tour of the tree.
Algorithm 3 Euler-Traversal computing entry and exit time of each concept.
1: function LINEARIZATION(concept)
2: time← time+ 1
3: entryT ime[concept]← time
4: for subconcept ∈ subconcepts[concept] do
5: linearization(subconcept)
6: time← time+ 1
7: exitT ime[concept]← time
Algorithm 3 builds a Euler Tour of the tree. It is useful based on the following
observation: node b is a successor of node a iff entryT ime[a] < entryT ime[b] <
exitT ime[a], thus the reduction to O(1). This method is further used within the
subsumes function throughout the algorithm, which returns true if a node is a
successor, i.e. sub-concept of another. For the rest of the algorithm stages see
[T¸D18].
3.3.7 Results on the 2008 Challenge
In the 2008 challenge, the solutions were evaluated based on three metrics: execu-
tion time, minimum number of services and minimum execution path. We evaluated
our algorithm on three tests from the benchmark for which we found results for the
other solutions from the challenge, summarized in paper [Ble+09].
The Algorithm 3.3.6 was first validated for correctness with a specially created
checker. Then, output parameters and execution times were compared with the
results from the WSC-08 competition [Ban+08], and with a later solution published
in paper [RM+11]. We will skip the later evaluation, which can be found in
paper [T¸D18]. Original tests from the competition have been used. The algorithm
performance would rank first in the competition based on the same scoring rules, and
runs much faster than the algorithm in paper [RM+11] for the second evaluation.
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The implementation was done in Java and ran on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3210M
CPU @250 GHz with 8 GB RAM.
The solutions have been evaluated over 3 tests, and on each of them, one solution
could gain at most 18 points. 6 points were granted if the provided solution contains
the minimum number of services, 6 for the minimum execution path. The first,
second and third fastest running times would gain another 6, 4 and respectively
2 points, under the condition that they provide valid minimum path or number of
services. Eight universities submitted solutions to the challenge, and the top three
results are listed together with our proposed solution in Table 3.4. The points for
the top three fastest solutions are not updated for the solutions at the competition,
even if our solution had the fastest running time on all tests (thus, this was done
without decreasing their score).
Table 3.4.: Results relative to WSC 08 challenge solutions.
Tsinghua
University
University of
Groningen
Pennsylva-
nia
University
Proposed
algorithm
3.3.6
result points result points result points result points
Test
4
min. serv. 10 +6 10 +6 10 +6 10 +6
min. path 5 +6 5 +6 5 +6 5 +6
time (ms) 312 +4 219 +6 28078 34 +6
Test
5
min. serv. 20 +6 20 +6 20 +6 20 +6
min. path 8 +6 10 8 +6 8 +6
time(ms) 250 +6 14734 +4 726078 87 +6
Test
6
min. serv. 46 37 +6 45
min. path 7 +6 17 no result 7 +6
time(ms) 406 +6 241672 +4 132 +6
Score 46 Points 38 Points 24 Points 48 Points
3.4 Relational Model - Algorithm
The proposed relational model highly increased the theoretical complexity of existing
solutions for the composition problem, as proved in Section 3.2. However, our
implemented solution includes some limitations to the number of generated instances
and also reduces the branches of exponential execution if possible - for matching
parameters. In this manner, we can show it applies to considerable-sized instances.
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The high-level of the algorithm is inspired by previous algorithms. The solution was
published in [Dia+19b].
3.4.1 Prerequisites
During the construction of the composition, a knowledge base is kept in memory,
which is constituted of objects. An object has a known type, which is a concept
from the ontology, and also a set of relations defined on the object. For example, the
objects in Figure 3.4 represent a knowledge base. For each relation, the relation type
and the pair object with which the relation is defined are kept in memory. Based
on this information, the next service is chosen together with a matching between
known objects and service inputs. The matching must satisfy the defined relations
between service input parameters. After this fictive "call" (conceptually, the call is
done by adding the service to the composition), the knowledge base is updated with
the output of the service. New objects can be created after a call, and for known
objects, new relations can be added. After calling services, all inference rules are
processed to see if they can be applied based on new objects or relations.
Figure 3.4.: Knowledge: rectangles show types with their instance objects in circles and
gray arrows represent relations.
Person
pers1
University
univ1
univ2
City
city1
city2
isLocatedIn
(univ1, city1)
isLocatedIn
(univ2, city
2)
isEmployeeOf
(pers1,univ1)
hasDestination
(pers1, univ2)
To check if in a given knowledge state some service can be validly called, a back-
tracking procedure is implemented. For each service input parameter in order, all
objects of type or sub-types of the parameter type are iterated. The algorithm checks
all the relations with objects that have already been matched with service param-
eters like shown from left to right in Figure 3.5. Branches that do not satisfy any
relation between completed levels are dropped. If finally, the last parameter could
be matched with some object, then the match is complete, and the service can be
called. Also, to avoid repeated loops, a history of calls is kept for every service, that
includes matched objects (by using a hash value computed over the objects). Using
the history of calls, calling services with parameters that have been used before is
avoided.
For inference rules, the only distinction is that variables do not have types, so any
level of backtracking can work with any object. Rules with large premises and few
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relation restrictions would significantly slow down the search. This adds to the
motivation of conceptually restricting service providers to create inference rules.
There are four main structures used in the algorithm: ontology, repository, knowl-
edge, and query. First of all, the ontology is loaded, then the repository and the
query that are verified to use the correct terms of the ontology. With the user
query, the knowledge is instantiated with initially known objects and relations, and
inference rules are applied for the first time.
3.4.2 Find Match - Algorithm
The bird’s eye view of the main Algorithm 4 is simple: iterate all services and verify
for each if the service can be called with the current knowledge, and do so if possible.
After looping all services, the inference rules are applied, similarly. If at any time,
the user required output is satisfied with all specified relations, the composition
is complete, and it is then returned and the algorithm ends. If in some loop, no
new service or rule could be applied, then the algorithm is blocked in the current
state; thus the instance is unsolvable. The use of query.out and query.in as input
and, respectively, output parameters of services is an implementation shortcut that
can be done based on the structural similarity: (∅, query.in) is a fictive service that
has ∅ as input and query.in as output. CALLSERVICE((∅, query.in), ∅) is just adding
initially known objects to the knowledge, using the same method that adds service
outputs later. The APPLYINFERENCERULES() is very similar to the core part of the
composition search, Algorithm 4. It iterates all rules and applies any applicable rule
until no rule can be applied for objects it was not already applied on. Also, in the
end, the algorithm checks if any services generating only unused parameters and
relations and removes them.
CALLSERVICE() - Algorithm 5 takes as parameters the service to call and the already
found matching objects. Output objects are created with their name generated from
the joined service name with the parameter name and also the number of times
the service was called in total. This can help for debugging and getting provenance
[Din+10] information about objects later (though this is not yet implemented).
After objects are created, all relations between input and output, or between output
parameters, defined in the service are added to the matched or new objects according
to the order known by their names.
The most runtime consuming method is FINDMATCH() for services and its equivalent
for rules that have exponential complexity. Searching for objects that match variables
in rule premises is similar to services, and simpler to implement, as variables are not
typed like parameters. The matching was defined in the problem model, exemplified
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Figure 3.5.: Objects matching to input parameters, iterated from left to right. Parameter p1
can match objects of type1, or subtypes type4 or type5, but only o1 and o3
have the necessary relations, and similarly o6 for p2 on the current level.
WebService1
Input Params
p1 : type1: p2 : type2 p3 : type3 p4 : type4
o1 : type1
o2 : type4
o3 : type5
o4 : type1
o5 : type2
o6 : type2
o7 : type3
o8 : type6
o9 : type3
o2 : type4
rel1(p1,p2)
rel2(p2,p4)
rel3(p3,p2
)
type1
type2
type5type4
type6
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hierarchy
rel1(o1,o5)
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Algorithm 4 Composition search - main loop.
1: function SEARCHCOMPOSITON(query) . // ontology, repository - are global
2: CALLSERVICE((∅, query.in), ∅);
3: APPLYINFERENCERULES( );
4: newCall← true;
5: while
(
newCall ∧ FINDMATCH((query.out, ∅)) = null) do
6: newCall← false;
7: for all service ∈ repository do
8: matchObjects[ ]← FINDMATCH(service);
9: if (matchObjects 6= null) then
10: newCall← true;
11: CALLSERVICE(service,matchObjects);
12: APPLYINFERENCERULES( );
13: if
(
FINDMATCH((query.out,∅)) 6= null) then return called services in order;
14: . // services for which CALLSERVICE() was invoked
15: . // also, useless services are dropped
16: else return null;
Algorithm 5 Service call for known matched objects.
1: function CALLSERVICE(service,matchObjects)
2: hash← HASHVALUE(matchObjects);
3: service.history ← service.history ∪ {hash}; newObjects[ ]← ∅;
4: for all parameter ∈ service.out do
5: newObjects.add(new object of type parameter.type);
6: for all relation ∈ (service.relations \ service.in2) do
7: ADDRELATION(newObjects[x], newObjects[y]); . // for the objects
matching parameters in relation
8: knowledge← knowledge ∪ newObjects;
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Algorithm 6 Backtracking search for matching objects.
1: function FINDMATCH(service)
2: matchFound← false; matchObjects← new Object[ ];
3: BKTPARAM(0, service,matchObjects);
4: if
(¬ matchFound) then return null;
5: else return matchObjects;
6: function BKTPARAM(level, service,matchObjects[ ])
7: if
(
level = service.in.size
)
then
8: hash← HASHVALUE(matchObjects);
9: matchFound← (hash /∈ service.history);
10: else
11: type← service.in[level].type;
12: subTypes← ontology.subTypes(type);
13: candidates← knowledge.objectsOfTypes(subTypes);
14: for all candidate ∈ candidates do
15: if (¬ matchFound ∧ RELATIONSMATCH(0...level, candidate, ...)) then
16: matchObjects.add(candidate);
17: BKTPARAM(level + 1, service,matchObjects);
in Figure 3.5 and is implemented in Algorithm 6. For each level of the backtracking,
all possible objects of the type are tried, and object relations are checked to match
any parameter relation from the current level to any previous level. Both possible
orientations of relations are checked. Reaching one level higher than the number of
input parameters indicates a complete match, for which we also lookup in service
history. If the match is also new, matchFound is set to true, and the search stops
for all branches. There are a few intuitive special structures and methods used to
get information faster. For example, ontology.subTypes(...) returns all subtypes for
a type including itself and knowledge.objectsOfTypes(...) returns all objects known
of specified types.
The algorithm presented is more a proof of concept implementation for the composi-
tion model. There are many possible enhancements and extra features that could be
added.
3.4.3 Synthetic Evaluation
To evaluate the Algorithm 6, we implemented a special test generator. The generator
produces a problem instance containing the repository, the ontology and a user query
that has a high probability of being solvable. First, it generates a set of services
from which a composition can be extracted. To generate services with this property,
we use this observation: as services are added in the composition, the knowledge
is enhanced: more objects are obtained with their corresponding relations. So,
to generate the repository, we start by incrementally generating the knowledge
i.e. objects and relations, and saving all intermediate stages of this process. To
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Table 3.5.: Results on generated tests. Headers: number of services or repository size,
composition length, number of applied rules, running time, and composition
length if rules are ignored.
∣∣ repository ∣∣ ∣∣ solution ∣∣ number ofrules applied run time(seconds) | solution |(ignoring rules)
63 11 0 0.07 13
30 14 74 0.30 15
30 8 3 0.04 13
46 4 0 0.02 4
generate the services we consider that every intermediate stage in the knowledge is
the information gained during composition, thus, we need to create services that can
generate these stages. Between each two stages Ki, Ki+1 we generate a "layer" of
services with each service having as input parameters objects and relations between
them from Ki and output parameters in a similar way from Ki+1. The user query
is generated from the input parameters and relations that are a subset of the first
stage, while for output the parameters and relations which are a subset of the last
stage of the knowledge. "Noise" is added in the repository and ontology, i.e. random
concepts and services with to hide the composition.
We evaluated its efficiency on tests generated as above, with and without inference
rules (and also, ignoring them). Results in Table 3.5 show that the use of inference
rules improves the composition, that becomes shorter on two tests; and that the
algorithm is efficient. The slowest run is observed on a test-case where more rules
are applied, which is expected.
To compare our solution with others, we also tested the converted benchmark
from the composition challenge [Ban+08]. These tests are obviously without any
relations or rules, and these results are shown in Table 3.6. Even if our algorithm is
designed for the extended model, it finds a composition of a size comparable with
the challenge winners (relative to the size of the repository) and in a shorter amount
of time. The second and third columns in Table 3.6 show our algorithm performance.
This experiment also proves that our algorithm implementation is compatible with
previous models.
Table 3.6.: Results on composition challenge tests [Ban+08]. Headers: repository size;
composition length and run time of Algorithm 6, composition length and run
time of the winning solution of the composition challenge.∣∣ repository ∣∣ ∣∣ solution ∣∣ run time
(seconds)
∣∣ solution in [Ban+08] ∣∣ run time in [Ban+08]
(seconds)
1041 38 0.03 10 0.31
1090 62 0.04 20 0.25
2198 112 0.07 46 0.40
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3.5 Object-Oriented Model - Algorithm
3.5.1 Prerequisites
The Object-Oriented Model was designed specifically to include modern Semantic
Web standards. Initially intended to follow the OpenAPI formats, and then more
specifically the schema.org data model1: parameters (i.e. concepts) have associated
properties, inherited through the hierarchy, as described in Section 2.2. Surpris-
ingly, the model does not significantly increase the computational complexity, as
it is defined in Section 2.4. In paper [Net+19] the general method is analyzed
from more perspectives: formats used for the semantic description of parameters,
related works in the context of semantic web and the state of the art of Service-
Oriented Architectures. We will focus here only on the algorithm and its empirical
evaluation.
The proposed algorithm is intended to describe a generic solution that generates a
valid composition. Tough it considers some basic optimizations, like special data
structures and indexes, there are many ways in which it can be improved, so we
shortly describe some of them after the basic algorithm description.
In a simplified form, the main entities have the following structure:
c l a s s Concept { // used fo r f u l l or p a r t i a l l y def ined
S t r i ng name ; // cons idered as a l a b e l
Concept parent ; // the " i sA " r e l a t i o n
Set<Property> p r o p e r t i e s ; // inc ludes i n h e r i t e d p r o p e r t i e s
}
c l a s s Proper ty {
S t r i ng name ;
Concept type ;
}
c l a s s WebService {
S t r i ng name ;
Set<Concept> in , out ; // I /O parameters
}
Global data structures that are most important and often used by the algorithm are
presented below:
Set <Concept > C; // knowledge: concepts , isA , and the
properties
Set <WebService > webServices; // service repository
1Schema.org – https://schema.org/docs/datamodel.html
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WebService Init , Goal; // user’s query as two fictive services
Map <Concept , Set <Property >> known;
// partial concepts: known.get(c) = concept ’s known properties
Map <Concept , Map <Property , Set <WebService >>> required;
// .get(c).get(p) services that have property p of C in input
Map <WebService , Map <Concept , Set <Property >>> remaining;
// .get(w).get(c) = properties of C necessary to call W
Set <WebService > callableServices;
// services with all input known in the current state
The algorithm described next uses the above structures, and is composed of three
methods: initialization, the main composition search method which calls the last
(utility) method, that updates the knowledge base with the new outputs learned
from a service call.
Several obvious instructions are skipped for simplicity, like parsing input data and
initializing empty containers.
void initialize () {
// read the problem instance
Init.in = Goal.out = ∅; webServices.add(Goal);
for (WebService ws : webServices) {
for (Concept c : ws.in) {
for (Property p : c.properties) {
// container creation skipped for simplicity
required.get(c).get(p).add(ws);
remaining.get(ws).get(c).add(p);
}
}
}
}
3.5.2 Property-Learner Composition Algorithm
After reading the problem instance, the described data structures have to be loaded.
Init and Goal can be used as web services to reduce the implementation size, if they
are initialized as above. Then, for each parameter in service’s input, we add the
corresponding concepts with their specified properties to the indexes (maps) that
efficiently get the services that have those properties at input and the properties that
remain yet unknown but required to validly call a service.
List <WebService > findComp(WebService Init , Goal) {
List <WebService > composition; // the result
callService(Init); // learn the initially known parameters
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while (!( required.get(Goal).isEmpty () ||
callableServices.isEmpty ())) {
WebService ws = callableServices.first ();
callableServices.remove(ws);
composition.add(ws);
callWebService(ws);
}
if (remaining.get(Goal).isEmpty ()) { return composition; }
} else { return null; } // no solution
}
The main method that searches for a valid composition satisfying user’s query is
findComp(). The result is simplified for now as an ordered list of services. As long
as the Goal service is not yet callable, but we can call any other new service, we
pick the first service from the callableServices set. Then we simulate its call, basically
by learning all its output parameter information, with the help of callWebService()
method below. We add the selected service to the composition and remove it from
callableServices so it won’t get called again. If callableServices empties before reaching
the Goal, then the query is unsolvable.
void callWebService(WebService ws) {
for (Concept c : ws.out) {
Concept cp = c; // concept that goes up in tree
boolean added = true; // if anything new was learned
while (added && cp != null) {
added = false;
for (Property p : c.properties) {
if (cp.properties.contains(p)
&&! known.get(cp).contains(p)) {
added = true; known.get(cp).add(p); // learn p at cp
level
for (WebService ws: required.get(cp).get(p)) {
remaining.get(ws).get(cp).remove(p);
if (remaining.get(ws).get(cp) .isEmpty ()) {
// all properties of cp in ws.in are known
remaining.get(ws).remove(cp); }
if (remaining.get(ws). isEmpty ()) {
// all concepts in ws.in known
callableServices.add(ws); }
}}}
cp = cp.parent;
}}}
When calling a Web service, its output is learned and also expanded (we mark
as learned properties for more generic concepts). This improves the algorithm’s
complexity, as it is better to prepare the detection of the newly callable services than
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to search for them by iteration after any call. This is possible by marking in the tree
the known properties for each level and iterating only to levels that get any new
information, as higher current service’s output would be already known.
The optimization also comes from the fact that all services with inputs with these
properties are hence updated only once (for each learned concept and property). As
it gets learned, information is removed from the remaining data structure first at
the property level and then at the concept level. When there’s no property of any
concept left to learn, the service gets callable. This can happen only once per service.
The main loop might stop before reaching the tree root if at some generalization
level, all current services’ output was already known, and this is determined by the
added flag variable.
3.5.3 Possible Improvements
One important metric that the algorithm does not consider is the size of the produced
composition. As can be seen from the overview description above, the solution is
both deterministic and of polynomial-time complexity. This is possible because the
length of the composition is not a necessary minimum. Finding the shortest com-
position is NP-Hard even for problem definitions that do not model semantics. The
proposed model introduces properties; this addition does not significantly increase
the computational problem complexity. Even if the shortest composition is hard to
find, there are at least two simple ways to favor finding shorter compositions with
good results.
One is based on the observation that when a service is called, it is chosen from
possibly multiple callable services. This choice is not guided by any criteria. It is
possible to add at least a simple heuristic score to each service that would estimate
how useful is the information gained by that service call. Also, this score can be
updated for the remaining services when information is learned.
Another improvement is based on the observation that services can be added to the
composition even if they might produce no useful information – there is no condition
check that they add anything new, or the information produced could also be found
from services added later to the composition. To mitigate this, another algorithm
can be implemented that would search the resulting composition backward and
remove services that proved useless in the end. Both of the above improvements can
have an impact on the running time as well, as the algorithm stops when the goal is
reached.
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3.5.4 Empirical Evaluation
To assess the performance on larger instances, a random test generator was built.
The generator first creates a conceptual model with random concepts and properties
and then a service repository based on the generated ontology. Service parameters
are chosen from direct and inherited properties. In the last step, an ordered list
of services is altered by rebuilding each service input. The first one gets its input
from Init, which is randomly generated at the beginning. Each other service in
order gets its input rebuilt from all previous services outputs, or valid properties of
generalizations of those concepts. Finally, Goal has assigned a subset of the set of
all outputs of the services in the list. The total number of services and the list size
are input parameters for the generator. The intended dependency between services
in the list is not guaranteed, so shorter compositions could potentially exist.
Table 3.7.: Algorithm run-times and resulting composition size on random instances.
ontology size repository run time composition dependencies
#classes + #props. #services seconds #services #services
10 (5 + 5) 10 0.002 3 5
20 (10 + 10) 20 0.003 4 10
50 (30 + 20) 20 0.007 12 20
20 (10 + 10) 50 0.011 6 20
Table 3.7 shows the algorithm performance. The first two columns briefly describe
the input size, by the number of concepts and properties in the generated ontology
and the total number of services in the repository. The column composition specifies
the length of the composition found by the algorithm. The last column, dependencies,
measures the length of the composition generated by the tests generator algorithm.
The dependencies represents the length of a valid composition, hidden within the
repository and that may contain useless services, as dependency is not guaranteed.
3.6 Online Composition - Algorithm
In the proposed definition for the online composition, there are more operations to
be resolved. The service repository is dynamic, and user requests for composition
can be added or dropped as well. Presented in detail in paper [DO19] this version
of the problem offers a new perspective on the composition scenario, one that is
potentially more applicable. The implemented algorithm builds backup compositions
that prepare for scenarios in which one service can fail/break or may be intentionally
deleted. It is based on a traversal over the set of reachable parameters, where services
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are used to find new parameters for building the composition. A heuristic score is
assigned to services that is used when multiple services can be chosen.
Our approach also handles dynamic removal of a service at the provider’s request,
which has similar implications with complete service failures at execution time.
The composition algorithm is built upon an adjusted breadth-first search traversal
over the set of parameters. This starts from the user known parameters, aiming to
obtain the user required parameters. A loop tries to select the next services to call
if any is available. Learned output parameters are marked as such in a set, and for
each service, all unknown input parameters are kept in a map. When one such map
becomes empty, the corresponding service becomes available to call. The loop stops
when all user required parameters are learned. If multiple services become available
at the same time, the one with the best score is selected. This score approximates
the usefulness of the service and is the length of the shortest possible distance from
the service to any of the final user required parameters (distance is calculated in the
number of services). When selecting a service, there is no guarantee that the service
will be useful in the final composition. Therefore, as a final step, we also execute a
composition shortening algorithm. This shortening algorithm navigates the services
in the reverse order of the composition and deletes all services that do not output
used parameters.
The design of the solution is to return the composition as soon as constructed
to the user to provide a fast response time. To provide the failover mechanism,
the algorithm pre-computes alternative compositions for each user query. These
alternative compositions are searched in a background thread. Each backup is stored
internally at the time it completes. If a service fails, the backup is provided to the
user as the new active composition, and immediately takes an active role instead of
the disrupted composition. Then, similarly, in the background, a new backup to the
new active composition is re-computed, and the old one is deleted. It is expected
that these backup compositions are computed initially before any service failure.
However, in the other, unlikely and worst-case situation, it is easy to detect that
the composition is broken without having a backup ready for replacement. If this
happens, the composition is re-built from scratch as for a new query, and the user
will just notice a longer response time.
To compute the alternative backup compositions, the algorithm prepares for cases
in which each (but only one) service goes down. If more services break at the
same time, the recovery can take longer, as the solution is to process failed services
sequentially.
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The response composition for a query is represented as a simple ordered sequence
of services. The order defines chronological execution of services and is determined
according to how parameters matched between services. If one of the services
fails, it might be replaceable by other services in the repository. To find a solution
equivalent to the failed service, we search for a new backup composition. This search
is similar to solving a new user query, and we use again the same composition search
algorithm. However, we need to prepare new appropriate parameter sets. This is
depicted in Figure 3.6, where wsp breaks. All the services that are situated before
the failed service provide a set of {known} parameters, which includes the user’s
initially known parameters. These will be the input parameters of the new query.
We prepare the output parameters targeting to keep in the new composition the still
valid services from the old suffix, after the failed service. All new required (output)
parameters are collected in the {required} \ {known} \ {gen} set, where \ is the set
difference operator. The {required} set contains all input parameters of any service
on the right of wsp and any initially user required parameter. Clearly, we can remove
the {known} parameters out of this new query output set. Parameters in {gen} are
inputs of subsequent services that are also "generated" as outputs of other (previous)
services on the right. If we consider the old suffix after wsp still valid and try to
keep it, {gen} parameters are not actually necessary. We can also remove them from
the new required set. The reason for building the sets in this manner is that the
more parameters are added to the known and the less are required, the shorter the
composition will be.
Figure 3.6.: Service wsp≤k, part of composition 〈ws1, ws2, ..., wsk〉 fails. wsp could be
replaced by a new composition that uses all parameters learned from outputs
of any previous service (on the left), and that generates all parameters that are
at the input on the right. If it is not found, we can drop the services on the
right of wsp and try an alternative composition replacing all the "suffix" that
can potentially be affected by the failed service.
user
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If no composition is found for the new ( {known}→ {required} \ {known} \ {gen} )
query, it does not necessarily mean that no solution exists. There might be the case
that services succeeding wsp use some parameters that are no longer accessible. In
such a situation, all the composition’s suffix, i.e. services on the right of wsp must be
reconstructed. This, again, can be done by a new composition query: ( {known}→
{user requested} \ {known} ), displayed as the suffix query in Figure 3.6.
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If this does not succeed either, the user query is no longer solvable, because only
keeping the services on the left of wsp can be at most useless, but not wrong.
Regardless of how the composition was re-constructed, the algorithm does not main-
tain the backups for the "partial" compositions themselves (i.e. the ones replacing
just wsp or the suffix of the initial composition). Backup solutions are built for the
whole new composition. The reduction algorithm is run on the new composition,
eliminating useless or duplicate services that can appear.
Another action taken when a service fails is to rebuild all backup compositions that
use it. These are backups for solutions of other user queries that are still working,
i.e. that do not contain the failed service in the main composition but only in their
backups.
3.6.1 Data Structures
We summarize in the following the data structures used in our proposed failover
algorithms. We refer here only to the main global structures that keep high-level
information like the services, the user queries and the solutions with their backups:
→ Set〈Service〉 repository: set R of all services;
→Map〈Parameter, Set〈Service〉〉 inputFor: all services that have a specific parameter
as input;
→ Set〈Query〉 requests: set Q of user queries;
→ Query objects contain: .In and .Out : user known and requested parameters;
→ Map〈Query, Solution〉 compositions: solutions;
→ Solution objects contain: Query .query, the resolved query; Array〈Service〉 .main,
services in solution; Map〈Service, Solution〉 .backup, backup solution for each used
service and Solution .parent, the composition it is backup to if .main is a backup;
→ Map〈Service, Set〈Solution〉〉 usages: main or backup compositions using some
service.
3.6.2 Failover Algorithm
The first functions used in Algorithm 7 create a composition for a user query. This
integrates with computing the needed backups for failure situations, described in
Algorithm 8. The functions of the algorithms use a series of temporary structures
instantiated per query: known, required, score, and ready.
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Algorithm 7 Find composition and learning.
1: Set〈Parameter〉 known; // known parameters
2: Map〈Service, Set〈Parameter〉〉 required; // input parameters of each service
that are not yet known
3: Map〈Service, Int〉 score; // heuristic service score
4: Set〈Service〉 ready; // services with empty required.get(), so callable; ordered
by scores.
5:
6: function FINDCOMPOSITON(query)
7: solution← new Solution();
8: solution.query← query; known, ready← ∅;
9: score← COMPUTESERVICESCORES(query);
10: for all service ∈ repository do
11: required.put(service, service.In);
12: LEARNPARAMETERS(query.In);
13: while (¬ ready.empty() ∧ query.Out * known) do
14: nextService← ready.first(); // best scoring
15: solution.main.add(nextService);
16: LEARNPARAMETERS(nextService.Out);
17: if (query.Out * known) then
18: return NULL; // query is unsolvable
19: else
20: REMOVEUSELESSSERVICES(solution, query);
21: for all (service ∈ solution.main) do
22: usages.get(service).add(solution);
23: return solution;
24:
25: function LEARNPARAMS(Set〈Parameter〉 pars)
26: for all (service ∈ (repository \ ready)) do
27: required.get(service).removeAll(pars);
28: if (required.get(service).isEmpty()) then
29: ready.add(service); // just became callable
30: known← known ∪ pars;
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Their exact role is explained at the beginning of the listings. The FINDCOMPOSITION()
function is used to find the main, first solution for any composition query. This
makes use of LEARNPARAMS() helper function, which has the role to maintain the
known parameters set up-to-date during the algorithm’s execution. The function
FINDBACKUP() is responsible for computing the backup for one component service
in a composition. The functions are wrapped in BACKUPCOMPOSITION(), which is
essentially the function that the user should call for executing a composition with
failover support.
Algorithm 8 Finding backup alternatives.
1: function BACKUPCOMPOSITION(query)
2: solution← FINDCOMPOSITION(query);
3: for all (service ∈ solution.main) do
4: bkp← FINDBACKUP(solution, service);
5: solution.backup.put(service, bkp);
6:
7: function FINDBACKUP(sol, service)
8: p← sol.main.indexOf(service);
9: knownbkp ← sol.query.In;
10: for (i← 0 to p - 1) do
11: knownbkp ← knownbkp ∪ sol.main.get(i).Out;
12: reqbkp ← sol.query.Out;
13: for (i← sol.main.length down-to p + 1) do
14: reqbkp ← reqbkp \ sol.main.get(i).Out;
15: // remove {gen}, as in Figure 3.6
16: reqbkp ← reqbkp ∪ sol.main.get(i).In;
17: s← FINDCOMPOSITION((knownbkp, reqbkp));
18: if (s == NULL) then
19: query← (knownbkp,sol.query.Out\knownbkp);
20: s← FINDCOMPOSITION(query);
21: // second type or ”suffix-query” backup
22: if (s 6= NULL) then s.parent← sol;
23: return s;
For simplicity, we omitted the listing of some helper functions. COMPUTESER-
VICESCORES() computes scores indicating how good services are to be part of
the composition. The function performs a reversed order traversal of all services,
starting from services that output any of the user’s required parameters. These get
the best score which is 1. Following, services that output any input of services with
score 1 get a score of 2, and so on. Later on, line 14 of Algorithm 7, the service
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with the best, lowest value score, is chosen out of all services currently available
and added to the composition. The REMOVEUSELESSSERVICES() is another helper
function, that is a shortening algorithm and used for cleaning the composition of
any services that are not strictly necessary.
Several optimizations can be applied to our algorithm construction. It is easy to
observe that the calls to FINDBACKUP() for finding backups to each of the services in
the composition can be executed in parallel. Otherwise, an improvement can also
be obtained by building {knownbkp} and {requiredbkp} sets only once instead of for
each FINDBACKUP() call.
In Algorithm 9 we describe the delete service method. This is called when a service
provider specifically deletes a service or when a service fails. Both cases are treated
similarly triggering replacement with a backup and a new backup re-computation.
Algorithm 9 Remove service method.
1: function DELETESERVICE(ws)
2: repository.remove(ws);
3: for all (param ∈ ws.In) do
4: inputFor.get(param).remove(ws);
5: for all (sol ∈ usages.get(ws)) do
6: if (sol.parent == NULL) then // it is a main solution
7: bkpSol← sol.backup.get(ws);
8: sol.backup.clear(); // also update usages
9: compositions.put(sol.query, bkpSol); // swap with backup, notify user
10: if (bkpSol 6= NULL) then
11: for all serv ∈ bkpSol.main do
12: newBkp← FINDBACKUP(bkpSol, serv);
13: bkpSol.backup.put(serv, newBkp);
14: // else sol.query becomes unsolvable, nothing to do
15: else // sol was a backup, try to find another
16: newBkp← FINDBACKUP(sol.parent, ws);
17: sol.parent.backup.put(ws, newBkp);
18: usages.get(ws).clear();
3.6.3 Empirical Evaluation
We evaluated our algorithms on synthetic generated data, created by a special tests
generator that creates failover scenarios, with and without backups. First, several
queries are generated, each from two disjoint sets of random parameters: input and
output, i.e. initially known and requested parameters.
For each of these queries, we build the resolving composition as a sequence of
services modified to have each input chosen randomly from the outputs of previous
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Figure 3.7.: The two types of backups generated: replacing only one service on the left;
and replacing all successive services or the "suffix", on the right.
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services or from the query’s input parameters. To create backup possibilities, we
build an alternative solution for a randomly chosen service of the main solution.
The alternative solution can either replace just the chosen service - the first type
of backup or also all it’s successive services - the second type of backup. In Figure
3.7, gray edges show how parameters pass through a composition example X =
〈wsx1 , wsx2 , wsx3wsx4 , wsx5〉. Edges are displayed only between consecutive services
of the composition, but parameters can be chosen randomly from all outputs of
previous services. Blue edges track parameters passing through the sequence Y =
〈wsy1 , wsy2〉 that can replace wsx3 in X - the first type of backup. Orange edges
follow the sequence Z = 〈wsz1 , wsz2 , wsz3〉 that can replace 〈wsx3 , wsx4wsx5〉 in X -
the second type or "suffix" backup. If wsx3 fails, either Y or Z could replace it. In
Algorithm 8, inside FINDBACKUP() function the first backup type is obtained at line
17, and the second type at line 20. In the solution we prioritize for finding the first
type of backup since it is more likely to have a shorter length, therefore being more
efficient. The generator creates multiple of both of these backup types: first building
paths of services and then assigning parameters accordingly.
Table 3.8 presents our evaluation metrics. The first columns define the experiment
instance size: the total number of distinct parameters, the total number of services
in the initial repository and the total number of user queries. The following column
specifies the total number of services used in all solutions found initially, for all
queries. Out of these, we count how many have at least one possible backup: of the
first or the second type. The last two columns include the running time consumed for
solving all user requests and respectively for searching backups for each service used
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in compositions. Execution times are obtained for a Java implementation running
on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU @2.40 GHz machine with 8 GB RAM.
For each query, one service is deleted, simulating its failure. This service can be
either part of the initial composition found by the algorithm or of the backup built by
the generator. Our test setting ensures that the deletions are not limited to backup
services, therefore covering all possible cases: either replacing a composition service
with a backup (the branch at line 6 in Algorithm 9) or just computing a new backup
if a previous backup service fails (the branch at line 15 in Algorithm 9).
Finally, we also measured the naive re-construction of all the compositions after
the deletion of services. These produced similar run times as the initially built
solutions. This is expected since the problem instance is almost as large as in the
initial setting.
Table 3.8.: Experimental algorithm results. All run times are in seconds.
|P|
parameters
|R|
repository
|Q|
queries
services
used
backups found
of each type
build
solutions
search
backups
1000 100 5 23 15 2 0.005 0.022
1000 500 20 171 63 12 0.07 0.35
10000 1000 100 464 232 29 0.56 2.02
10000 2500 20 905 273 132 0.41 9.05
The measurements give an insight into the stress inflicted on the composition
engine in practice. Two choices would be possible in case of failure: re-compute a
composition naively, which would have a similar cost with the initial computation
of the composition, or using our pre-computed backups. The backup option is
clearly preferable. This is because the switch to the alternative composition is done
instantly eliminating the overhead on computing a new solution. Even though the
composition re-computation is not very high, it would still be desirable to avoid
any disruption. Our solution practically eliminates any downtime caused by the
failure. Moreover, for situations when no pre-computed backups are available, the
user or service administrator can be warned ahead of time of critical services in the
composition that are unrecoverable, and for which other measures could be taken
(i.e. adding a new equivalent service in the repository). Finally, we observe that the
time for building backups is not very significant, and does not add delays for the
user since this operation is performed asynchronously after the initial composition
is retrieved. Also, because of the novelty of our approach, we could not find any
similar work to compare the execution times.
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3.7 Conclusion
The complexities chapter presents some of the most important contributions of the
thesis, other than the two newly proposed models of parameter matching. It starts
with the chronologically-first algorithm designed for the initial name-match model,
which has excellent results on the Services Challenge. Then we show how we can
keep similar complexities for algorithms solving the first semantic model introduced
by the hierarchy of concepts, and even for the newly proposed object-oriented model
inspired by schema.org data model.
In cases where such a low run-time complexity is provably not possible, we proposed
some simple heuristics, that provide close to optimal results for the optimization
version of the problem. The method can be generalized to more complex QoS metrics,
and other variations on the problem definition. Even for the relational model, which
is the hardest to solve efficiently, our algorithm provides results that prove that it
can be applied in practice, where worst-case scenarios are very unlikely.
Other contributions that we consider important and, hopefully, relevant to the
community in the future, are the methods proposed for generating insightful test
cases. For the name-matching and hierarchical model, all tests and benchmarks
already existing were solvable by compositions of at most tens of services. We
generated tests that cannot be solved without hundreds of services, at least; and
the run times on these tests are much higher and variate among solutions. Also,
we described test generators for the relational model, capable to create tests where
both relations and inference rules are used, even test cases where inference rules
can be used to reduce the composition length even if not strictly necessary to solve
the problem instance. Finally, the test generators for the online version of the
composition simulate all the types of scenarios that can appear in a solution that
builds backups for composition, part of the online composition problem, as named.
For future work on the complexity analysis, there are several directions of continua-
tion. One of them is to analyze the complexity of problems that use more then one
of the models presented. In this direction, some steps are done, tough at design level
only, in Section 4.3 with the proposed framework design. It would also be interesting
to compute the detailed complexity of problems and algorithms, which consider,
for example, both the online version and the semantic rich models of relational
parameters or object-oriented types. Ideally, the complexity of a model including all
of them could also be computed.
Another direction that should be extended is the lower bounds Section 3.2 where
proving some proper lower-bound limits on optimization problems would be great
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(non-trivial polynomial-time complexities). Also, it would be interesting to know
how close is the heuristic to the optimal result, in the number of services, in different
models and we only discussed execution time complexity. On this topic, as the score
based heuristic in Section 3.3.2 has good empirical results, it should be included in
the enhanced model’s algorithms, because a shorter, or more efficient composition is
always preferable.
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4Applications
Although the number of research papers studying Web Service Composition is
relatively large, there are yet only a few applications, tools or frameworks that
use service composition models in practice, i.e. in the software industry. Most
works are research-developed initiatives to provide proof of concept rather than
real-world applications. We believe this is motivated by the fact that composition
models require the definition of some standards, which are hard to follow in practice
on such a large scale, and that the composition requires automation. Moreover, in
the automatic composition context, naturally, service developers can create services
independently, i.e. not knowing about each other. This makes it even harder to
design a model that anybody would agree upon and follow over a long period. The
developers and consumers of services use different design patterns and even the
understanding of what a Web Service is can be surprisingly different. Often, research
works over-simplify the view of Web Services, considering, for example: that services
only provide information, are stateless, and can be implemented only based on
parameter matching on a naive, trivial model (like the name matching model), omit
execution, security issues and others that arise in practice.
Our proposed models: the relational parameter matching, allowing the generation of
multiple instances of the same type, the object-oriented model and the online/dynamic
view on the composition are trying to resolve some of these problems. In this section
we show a few examples of practical implementations of the methods described.
However, independently, they remain theoretical initiatives, more is to be done until
reaching the maturity and level of details required to become easily applicable in
practice. The examples that we present are inspired by the literature and some
postings found on the web. We will analyze how these examples are related to
our view of service composition. Our endeavor can be viewed as a step back from
what is required in practice, most of the time without automation of composition,
motivated by the need to get closer to the research results. Later, we will discuss
some possible Natural Language Processing specific applications, based on some
previous experience. Applicability of automatic composition models on specific
(sub)domains goes beyond the trivial customization, as in the case of domain-specific
ontologies for semantically-rich parameters. This is because specialized services
can have different structures, for example in the NLP domain many services work
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with large fragments of texts annotated trough XML or other languages with extra
information, which may play the role of parameters.
In the final section, we outline the design documentation of a composition framework,
in this context. The implementation is currently left as future work.
4.1 Composition In Software Development
We identified several software related to service composition. Even if not all of them
also implement automation of composition; some design decisions and use-cases
inspired by such applications are potentially useful in composition generally.
4.1.1 Yahoo! Pipes
Yahoo! Pipes [Pru07] is an old tool developed by Yahoo! that was shut down
in 2015. It does not implement automation of composition as we presented it in
the models of Chapter 2. However, it is a visual tool that helps to build mashups
of web services, among other things: web feeds, tools, resources, etc. Its naming
suggests the similarity between matching/aggregation of services/tools and piping in
a general sense. Yahoo! Pipes was one of the most popular software tools related to
the composition domain, with more than 90000 developers (users of the application)
and more than 5 million daily executions [JC09].
Figure 4.1.: Example of a Yahoo! Pipes Mashup with inputs and operators. Pipe’s output is
similar to the output of a composition in our model.
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Other large software companies developed similar tools, for example, Google’s
Mashup Editor which evolved into Google App Engine, Microsoft PopFly, Intel Mash
Maker and IBM QEDWiki [Elm+08]. These types of applications are still used
and developed, even if many of them were discontinued, replaced/renamed or
adapted.
There are several elements, part of Yahoo! Pipes design, as exemplified in Figure 4.1,
which are equivalent or similar to the composition model. The most similar are the
user inputs [Pru07], equivalent to the input parameters in automatic composition.
The data types used are also similar to the model in Section 2.4. Other functionalities,
less related to automatic composition, are: execution of mash-ups, operators that
transform the data, resembling state-full composition and more. It is important to
study Yahoo! Pipes and other applications of its type before designing an (automatic)
service composition framework. Also, it is interesting to apply the automation of
composition in these types of applications or guide the manual composition process,
by generating suggestions to the user based on some matching criteria.
4.1.2 The Altova Software
Figure 4.2.: Modeling of our example in Section 2.1.3 with Altova MapForce 2020,
https://www.altova.com/mapforce using a 30-day evaluation license.
For our analysis, Altova software is not fundamentally different than the tools
previously presented. The reason why we mention it here though is that, unlike
the above, this software is actively developed and upgraded. The last edition was
launched on 9 October 2019, less than one year ago. Altova software consists of a
suite of products, out of which MapForce is the most relevant to the composition
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domain1. MapForce is described as a graphical data mapping tool used to integrate
different data sources, data processing units, and to automate transformations.
The connectors displayed as edges in Figure 4.2 correspond to parameter matching.
There is an option to auto-connect matching children based on naming, but it has
limited functionality (related to inheritance between data types). MapForce does not
implement the execution of the work-flows itself, execution is done by a different
tool: MapForce Server. Finally, Altova’s MapForce is a good candidate to integrate
with automatic composition.
Also, some interesting features of Altova’s MapForce that can be considered in service
composition:
• optional and required parameters: often inputs of services are declared as
required, but in service composition this is omitted;
• case sensitiveness of name matching (generalized to the similarity of terms).
• possibility to combine both REST and SOAP services;
• integrate multiple standards, formats or technologies, i.e. web services,
databases, Google protocol buffers, XBRL, and much more.
4.2 Natural Language Processing Services
There are several ways in which NLP domain is related to Web Service Composition.
Particularly related to service discovery is the idea of describing a required function-
ality in natural language. Service discovery is the phase preceding composition, but
similarly, the NLP domain can potentially be used in the composition itself as well.
For example, in [Bos+06] restricted Natural Language is used to express requests,
further used with multiple purposes: discovery, selection, and composition of web
services. For this purpose, the request and service repository is processed to build
a so-called Semantic Service Catalog. This is generically similar to our proposed
semantic extension for parameter description and services in Section 2.3 and Section
2.4. The distinction is that we do not explicitly use natural language, just some
structured, extended semantic knowledge representation.
4.2.1 Generalities
Automatic Service Composition can also be considered an example of declarative pro-
gramming. In declarative programming, the programmer expresses the computation
1Altova MapForce – https://www.altova.com/mapforce
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it needs, in a structured language, without defining the control flow as in imperative
programming. For example, Logic Programming is a form of declarative programming.
Answer Set Programming [Lif19] is a modern variant of logic programming. Inter-
estingly, [Rai05] applies answer set programming to solve web service composition
instances and in general, planning solvers are used to build compositions, as we
described in the solutions sections of the complexity Chapter 3.
Following the declarative programming general paradigm, in service composition, the
user defines the composition request. The composer algorithm also takes as input
the service repository. The composition is then automatically built by the algorithm,
similarly with the solver in declarative programming. The required functionality can
be expressed or declared, as specified, in a defined controlled language. Such lan-
guage may be the natural language or some intermediate language. The advantage is
that, then, the programmer does not need to follow or even know any standardized
language. Such a method is presented in [San+13] where a keyword-based method
is used in conjunction with part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization, and word sense
disambiguation. Also, it is possible to describe in the repository the service input
and output parameters in natural language, and use that information to better guide
the composition process. The semantics proposed in several sections of Chapter
2 can also be considered a step towards similar reasoning but trough knowledge
representation, and without explicit natural language.
We have yet described some ways to use NLP for Web Service Composition. But the
other way is also possible: Web Service Composition can be used in NLP. The NLP
domain like any other domain in computer science; is using web services in different
applications. Particularities of language-related web services can be exploited by
service composition. Even automation of the composition can be adapted to specific
use-cases of NLP.
The vast majority of NLP web services deal with processing texts, generating some
extra information about texts. One problem is representing both data - the texts
themselves, and metadata - the extra information that we know about the texts.
Metadata can include information about the documents like authors, title, editing
houses, year of publication, etc, and annotations: different levels of linguistic
expertise added to the text. Even written language, as a form of representing natural
language, has extra information or metadata, i.e. punctuation marks. These replace
the relevant additional information naturally transmitted in verbal speech: gestures,
intonation, even body language. NLP web services that work with texts usually
require some information, for example, segmentation at the sentence level; and
produce some new information, for example, part-of-speech tags or some other
morphological information. Most of the research in NLP is based somehow on a
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processing workflow of this nature. One example developed by the local NLP Group2
is the construction of the Quo Vadis Corpus [Cri+15], containing a large number of
entities, mostly references to characters in the novel, and different types of relations
between them. Before the semi-supervised annotation of the corpus, a pre-processing
phase was conducted. This phase consisted of a sequence of five web services that
added information to the corpus: segmentation at the sequence level, tokenization,
part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization, and noun phrase chunking. There are a few
dependencies between these levels, for example, tokenization requires sentence
segmentation. Therefore, similarly with the initial Definition 2.1.5 of Chained
Matching in the simplest matching model, the processors/services sequence must
comply with a partial order defined by the dependence between services. Without
thinking of standards, serialization or formats used; we can already see the similarity
with our service composition. If all the meta-data involved in such a process can be
organized in independent pieces and referenced in standard manner, that is adopted
by service definitions and requests; then that leads exactly to service composition. If
the number of web services is large, and there are many parameters expressed as
meta-data, then automation is needed. Recently the industry started developing such
repositories of services or APIs oriented towards NLP tasks: for example Amazon
Comprehend3 or Google Cloud Natural Language API4.
4.2.2 NLP-Services Composition Systems
Automating the composition of NLP web services is not the only problem in NLP
workflows. There are still many issues in the area of standardizing the formats used
to keep the meta-data about texts, usually done inline, in the same files with the
texts. There are many works in this direction, in general; and some of them are
implemented by the NLP-Tools group in the Faculty of Computer Science of "Alexandru
Ioan Cuza" University of Iasi. One of the most important is the ALPE system [Cri+07;
Pis+; CP08] that proposes a hierarchy of annotation schemas and processing tools
that is also capable of automating the search of paths, the equivalent of general
work-flows.
ALPE (Automated Linguistic Processing Environment) is heavily focused on the
representation, which is the first requirement in practice. At a high-level view,
the ALPE model is based on a directed acyclic graph in which nodes represent
annotation schemas, and (hyper)arcs are subsumption relations between schemas.
Subsumption in an ALPE hierarchy is roughly similar to the subsumption in the
semantic models in Chapter 2, but it is defined at the annotation level rather than
2http://nlptools.info.uaic.ro/
3https://aws.amazon.com/comprehend/
4https://cloud.google.com/natural-language
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on the semantic interpretation of a sub/super-concept. The graph is augmented
with three possible operations: simplification, pipeline and merge. The pipeline
is conceptually similar to our parameter matching, tough it is again defined at
annotation state/schema level, and not parameter level. In ALPE, the simplification
operation reduces an annotated file to the format of another subsuming format in
the hierarchy, and merging combines two or more annotations applied to the same
hub document onto one [PC09]. Merge and simplification operations in the view
of service composition are implicit because of the model itself: parameters that are
not needed are ignored, and all known parameters are kept together in the stateful
knowledge anyway, without the need for an explicit merge. In service composition,
there is no support document. In a way, elements corresponding to the (hyper)arcs
in the ALPE schemas graph correspond to some form of (hyper)arcs - connecting
multiple nodes (from general hypergraphs [Bre13]). Another important feature in
ALPE is the execution of workflows, while in this thesis the execution is tackled only
abstractly in the online version of composition, in Section 2.7. For more details
about the ALPE framework, see Chapter 4 - A hierarchy for annotation formats and
processing modules and Chapter 5 - Automated Linguistic Processing Environment of
the thesis [Pis11].
Another automated processing system for NLP is the CLARIN project5. Similar to
ALPE (and the automatic service composition); CLARIN builds a chain of tools that
reach the goal of a user request, if no single service satisfies it [Jon13]. The search
for such a workflow in CLARIN is similar to a general path-finding algorithm. The
result may not be unique and the user can choose which one is considered the best
fit using the user interface. Unlike ALPE, CLARIN data model is hierarchical. The
composition search algorithm is recursive, and a maximum depth of 20 recursive
steps is set. This may be enough in practice, but small relative to our algorithms
which compute much longer compositions: even up to tens of thousands of services
on simple models. Another positive aspect of CLARIN is that it does implement
execution.
A step towards the applicability of Automatic Service Composition is the framework
presented in the next section. While it is not specialized for the NLP domain, it can
be easily adapted to the NLP domain - or other domains - based on configurable
ontologies.
5https://clarin.dk/
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4.3 Design Document of an Abstract Composition
Framework
4.3.1 Short description
We propose an new abstract web service composition design, focusing on the data
model and functionalities. The intention is to provide an example of what could be
useful in practice, relative to previous works on service composition and the analysis
on what is currently being developed, in the previous sections of this chapter. It
defines semantic web service composition with modern-language, expressive service
definition capabilities. The data model includes both: the ontologies that enable
the semantic description of parameters and a dynamic repository of services. Most
important, it can resolve composition requests. Internally, it can potentially also
cache frequently used service constructs, such that future requests can be solved
faster.
4.3.2 Functionalities and API Description
The framework’s functionalities are organized into three categories, named levels.
The Ontological Level is the new part, which didn’t exist in previous models. It is
motivated by the need for interoperability: the framework is intended to be used
simultaneously for more than one domain, since a general all-in-one ontology does
not seem feasible. Therefore, we allow multiple ontologies.
The Ontological Level is represented by the set of types - concepts, defined under
the data model described in the next section of this document. Adding, removing
and updating ontologies are infrequent operations, so there is no need to implement
them efficiently. Also, hypothetically, service providers should be restricted to update
ontologies and should only be able to get information about them, by accessing
getter methods: read but not write. Ontologies can potentially be referenced by a
unique name or id. Most important methods:
• getOntologies(...) → returns a list with all ontologies registered
• addOntology(...) → registers a new ontology
• removeOntology(...) → removes an unused ontology
• updateOntology(...) → a more complex method, used for example to add a
type to an ontology
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One problem with the methods add/remove/update ontology is that they can invali-
date not only the cached compositions but, potentially the services themselves.
The Service Level consists of the set or repository of web services. Each web service
is also defined on the data model, as parameters are defined based on a known and
existing ontology. Web services can also be read, added, removed. Service providers
can use these methods. In a simplified version, there is no QoS or monitoring
information associated with services. Methods:
• addWebService(...) → creates a new web service in the repository.
• removeWebService(...) → removes an existing web service that gets deprecated
removeWebService(...) + addWebService(...) can be used for a service update.
• getWebServiceRepository(...) → get the list of all services in the repository
defined over a given ontology.
• getWebServicesUsingTypes(...) → get a list of services that work with the
specified types (within an ontology). This is just an utility method used, for
example, to get all services that take as input one certain type when it becomes
available.
The Composition Level handles compositions requests and the (cached) responses.
Users of any type can create a request for a composition (not only service devel-
opers). The request consists of the ontology and the known and required types,
which are structurally similar to service parameters. The response is an ordered
structure/workflow of services that validly satisfy the request. It may not necessarily
be a simple list, as parallel execution is possible. Methods:
• getComposition(...) → given a set of types with some of their properties known,
and a required list of types with properties; returns a workflow of services that
can be validly called in that order to achieve the required parameters (types
with specified properties). All are defined under the same ontology.
• getCompositionWithQoS(...) is an enhanced method used to specify which QoS
measures should be prioritized (for example preference over cheaper or faster
compositions); or limit the total number of services in the result, total cost, etc.
Even more interesting, a degree of how strictly the matching rules should be
applied could be specified.
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4.3.3 Data Model
Types and Properties. The data model was designed following the example of
schema.org6, a collaborative initiative (proposed by several companies) for structured
semantic data on the web, recommended for the inter-operable description of
services. This model was also chosen because it provided the expressibility that
solved some of the examples where previous composition language was inapplicable.
The basic elements defining basic concepts of the ontology are named types and
are organized in a hierarchy. Multiple inheritance is allowed, this is fundamentally
different from the model in Section 2.4. Types have properties that are structurally
similar to members of classes in object-oriented programming. In composition, after
calling some services, we might know that there is information only about a subset
of a type’s properties. For example, we might know a person’s name but not the
person’s email address even if the ontology specifies that people generally have email
addresses. Properties also have their type, which is defined over the same taxonomy
of types (or concepts). Actually, as in schema.org, one property might be defined
over a set of types. Inheritance transfers properties of types to all direct and indirect
subtypes.
Parameters. Service’s input and output parameters have the same structure: each
parameter is composed of a type and a subset of its properties. They define what is
required to call the service and what is returned after the call. Based on this, the
framework knows what it can use further in composition. Information is modeled
at the concept level, and not the instance level: one does not work with concrete
values, but their (abstract) types and properties, knowing that, at execution, values
for these types will be returned. The framework does not implement execution but,
instead, it provides an executable structure of services. For service input, subtypes of
the required type can be used because of the isA interpretation of inheritance. At the
output, properties of supertypes are learned, as knowledge is represented by a set of
types with associated properties, which can be obtained by running the composition.
For example, if we got a student’s name, we also know a person’s name if the student
isA person.
In automatic composition, this can lead to some problems. If different properties of
a type are learned from different (incompatible) subtypes, then they don’t describe
the same concept.
For example, as in Figure 4.3, one service might return the SSN of Students from
an institution and another service the medicalRecord of any Driver from whatever
6https://schema.org/docs/datamodel.html
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Figure 4.3.: Types inheritance issue with inferred properties from incompatible types.
Student SSNgrades
category
medicalRecordDriver
Person SSNmedicalRecord
Type property
database. If we further need some Person’s both SSN and the medicalRecord, even
if currently both exist, they might not refer to the same Person.
To solve this issue, another element is introduced: the object. An object is a type
with a subset of its properties that are known. From this point of view, it is the same
as the object in Section 2.4. Even if the properties have been learned from different
services or sources, we also know that they refer to the same object, meaning that, at
execution, it is expected they hold values for the same instance of that object. In
the same flavor, the web service definition is extended. If a service has at input and
output two parameters of the same type (most probably with different properties),
it can also specify if they refer to the same object or not. If yes, we can consider
that in composition. Syntactically, this can be done using the names of parameters
in service definitions. If one input and one output parameter of the same type also
have the same name, then they refer to the same object. If names are different, then
the objects are different even if they have the exact same type.
This further extends the representation of knowledge acquired during the construc-
tion of the composition. Knowledge is now a set of objects and we can have more
objects of the same type, eventually even with the same subset of known properties.
This is also useful for expressing service’s requirements at input: one service can
have more than one input of the same type and the same number of objects of that
type must be known to call that service (together with corresponding properties). In
this case, to determine if a service can be called, gets much more complicated on
edge cases, but is still solvable. Again, even more complicated, it is now possible
to call the same service multiple times, with different parameters. This increases
the expressiveness, since, as far as we know, it was never applied before in stateless
service composition, although it naturally occurs in manual composition scenarios.
super-properties and sub-properties. Like in schema.org, some properties can be in
a similar inheritance relation. Knowing a property implies the knowledge of its super-
properties on the same types, just like in types inheritance. For example, https://
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schema.org/identifier has subproperties https://schema.org/flightNumber
and https://schema.org/isbn, which are different types of identifiers.
Figure 4.4.: Inheritance is possible for types but also for properties.
passport passportNr CNPidentitycard
personal
document identifier
passportNr CNP
personal
document
properties
inheritance
A more specific type cannot have a less specific property if the more general type
doesn’t (i.e, the gray slim arrows in Figure 4.4 cannot go down). This is motivated
by the way property inheritance works with sub-properties: the most specific version
of the property is inherited to subtypes. This also holds for objects and their known
properties versions. Currently, multiple inheritance is not allowed on properties,
and there is no such case in schema.org.
Inverse properties. Some properties can have an inverseOf relation with another
specified property. If any of these properties are learned within a composition, the
reserve is inferred automatically. To understand how this can work, the unboxing
defined below is required.
Figure 4.5.: Properties in the inverseOf relation: alumni and alumniOf.
Types of properties must match.
Organization alumni:Person
alumniOf
:OrganizationPerson
. . . . . .
inverseO
f
Unboxing. It is possible to convert one property to an object, as properties themselves
have the same domain of types as objects. For example, if one service has as an
input parameter an address and we only know one address which is a property of
a student’s residency:address, then it is valid to call the service with the student’s
residency address.
Finally, it is possible to have an object without knowing any of its properties, and it
is different from not knowing the object at all.
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4.3.4 Open Questions
There are other several design decisions to take. They are left as future work, since
are either dependent of the context in which the framework will be implemented, or
open questions for now. We will present them here as they can provide interesting
ideas and considerations.
• The framework can be implemented as a library, providing code for the main
functionalities; or, more complicated, as a deployable application that handles
all the requests at a given endpoint.
• It would be useful to add the possibility to model "containers", i.e. Lists, Arrays,
Sets; for example, by using schema’s ItemList type. The model would allow a
service that takes an input of a type to be used for a container of elements of
that type. The framework would call the service for each element and would
return the output for each. It is easy to find motivating examples for this
feature.
• It would be useful to model relations between objects, similarly with the
relational model in Section 2.3.
• It would be useful to include the possibility to specify required an optional
input parameters, as they are often met in practice, in service definitions.
• Similarly, for any object, some properties could be defined as required, with
the meaning that if absent, the objects could not be defined.
4.4 Conclusion
From our analysis in the first section of this chapter and the analysis of the applied
research initiatives, it results that there is still a big gap between research and
industry in automatic service composition. This is because composition is a very
complex area, and the software industry requires that all phases generally known
from Service Oriented Architecture are actually implemented: design, discovery,
compute the composition, up to execution, maintenance, failure mitigation and
many more.
We described some software tools, both older and deprecated, and more recent ones,
which are being actively developed nowadays. Unfortunately, the automation of
composition is rarely included effectively. Natural Language Processing services, in
general, require a slightly different paradigm on service composition. But, with some
adjustments and transformation, NLP provides an excellent context for applying
automatic composition, because it already has many standardization initiatives:
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schemas, standards or systems. The model proposed for the composition framework
in Section 4.3 can be potentially used for this case as well.
The application part of the thesis is probably the best source for future work ideas.
First, the extension of the framework model design (e.g., open questions in Section
4.3.4) and, most of all, the implementation of such a framework are big milestones.
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5
Conclusion
Web Service Composition is an active research domain, important for the modern
service-oriented programming styles, applicable in many particular domains or use-
cases. It can be seen as a tool for programming, or meta-programming, accelerating
integration, development, and favoring re-usability. Automating the process of
building compositions is critical in more applications every day, not only because
many independent services are created everyday. Moreover and more recently,
institutions or companies provide large web service-based platforms. Most of these
are domain-specific, therefore use the same standards and technologies for up to
thousands of services or more. Some specifications like the OpenAPI are proposed by
groups of companies and academics, cooperating for the benefit of all. These trends
give great opportunities to apply the earlier research on automatic composition.
The thesis discusses the most frequent aspects of composition: semantics, compu-
tational complexity, service metrics and quality of service, algorithm performance,
stateful services, comparative evaluation, test generation, a fail-over mechanism of
the dynamic version of the composition problem, and highlights real-world applica-
tions.
5.1 Contributions
Our initial efforts were in designing the fastest possible composition algorithm,
solving the simplest parameter matching model. We succeeded not only to find the
algorithm performing relatively the fastest on the known benchmarks, but also to
prove its complexity is optimal for the composition problem that does not require
the shortest composition. Also, adding some heuristic scores, the composition size
is reduced very close to the best known results, without a significant increase in
performance. To emphasize the execution time spent searching compositions, we
implemented generators that create the need for arbitrary-long compositions. For
long compositions the difference with respect to the run time between our algorithms
and others from literature becomes huge.
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Further, we adapted the initial algorithm to the first semantic matching model that
is the model of the organized composition challenge. To keep the best performance,
a Euler traversal of the hierarchy of concepts is efficiently used.
However, we are also aware that the first semantic match model has a number of
limitations. Manual compositions are with consideration to many other elements
not included in a simple subsumption hierarchy. Therefore, we extend the semantic
models while keeping the complete formal definition of automation. In the first
extension we add binary relations between concepts. Perhaps more important, we
lowered the abstraction level of parameters, with the addition of objects. Objects
are more concrete than previous concepts, as multiple objects of the same concept
are manipulated, but they do not hold actual values. Human reasoning in manual
composition makes use of objects of very similar meaning.
Another contribution brings recent semantic web specifications like OpenAPI and
the schema.org ontology to automatic composition. To do so, concepts are extended
with inheritable properties similar to members in object-oriented programming or,
more specifically, schema.org’s types.
We believe that, especially in the automatic composition domain, research should
be closely connected to application development. Therefore, we analyze older
and current software development tools that open opportunities for automation.
Particularly, we consider Natural Language Processing services, which we have used
in the past. Considering the proposed matching extensions and practical applications
analyzed, we also wrote a design document with the data model and functionalities
for a modern composition framework.
Altogether, the contributions of the thesis range from purely theoretical to applied,
from algorithm implementation to semantic knowledge representation, from partici-
pating in composition competitions to creating new and insightful benchmarks.
5.2 Future Work
Most of the contributions of the thesis can be extended in several ways. In this
section we highlight the most relevant or interesting possibilities of continuation, in
the same order of the thesis structure.
When the first algorithm was implemented to solve the name matching model, the
heuristic score used to shorten the compositions was thought to be dynamically
updated when services are added or parameters are learned. Due to time restrictions
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and because the results were good enough on tests, this was not implemented. This
feature can be done while building the composition, without a significant increase
in run-time complexity; therefore it can give a neat improvement. Moreover, for
the heuristic in general, proving some rate of approximation or, at least, finding
the maximum number of loops of the final reduction phase of the algorithm would
be revealing. Since the score has promising results, another idea is to adapt it for
Quality of Service metrics. QoS was included in the last editions of the services
challenge, the only one not addressed explicitly by our algorithms. This is a direction
with promising results, especially if modern QoS specifications are used.
Returning, for simplicity, to name matching, there are many other interesting prob-
lems, inspired by graph theory. Imagine the automatic composition as a special
path search problem. Similarly, other related graph problems can translate into new
composition problems. For example, if there is no composition to satisfy a request,
one can compute the minimum number of missing services that, if added, can resolve
the request, together with the existing services. This is non-trivial but still realistic if
the missing services are limited by some constraints, like the number of parameters
or, for example, are imported from a foreign repository. Even flow problems can
be converted to the composition variants. If the throughput of services is included,
the user request may be associated with a minimum throughput requirement. One
workflow of services from the repository may satisfy the throughput partially and
there may be complementary compositions that add up to satisfy the request both
functionally and quantitatively. And these are just to show a few examples of graph
problems that may be translated to their composition corespondents, but many more
can be imagined.
There are a lot of ways to extend the semantics of matching models. In the framework
design, we combine the relational and object-oriented models. This is just a step
forward. Many concepts of knowledge representation or reasoning can be added as
well. The question is which of them is most useful and perhaps lightweight enough
to be easily adopted by developers.
The applications section gives the most straightforward future work possibilities.
The implementation of the framework is the most persuasive. Some feedback from
communities of developers can help to make the right design decisions and answer
open questions. A more feasible and smaller effort approach would customize the
framework for a given domain or use-case. Natural Language Processing is an
excellent candidate, providing large repositories of services defined with the same
standards and working with the same concepts.
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Considering all of the above, we believe that automatic (service) composition is an
expansive, reliant and complex research area with many unexplored opportunities,
that will reveal a boosting development in the near future.
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AName-Match Algorithm 1 Poster
Algorithm 1, solving the composition for the initial name-matching model, was
presented as a poster [Dia17b] at the 19th International Symposium on Symbolic and
Numeric Algorithms for Scientific Computing (SYNASC). The poster is a visual and
concise representation of the work in paper [Dia17a], and as it was not included
in the proceedings, therefore we added in on the next page. In this context, the
algorithm was named WARP.
WARP, or Algorithm 1, is a new algorithm designed to achieve the highest per-
formance in Automatic Web Service Composition. In its first version, it solves
the simplest form of composition, providing very low running times but relatively
long compositions. Further, a heuristic score is associated to services that promote
the most relevant services when multiple are accessible. After this improvement,
compositions are short and computed almost as fast as before. Two well-known
benchmarks presented in [Bla+05] and [Oh+06] are used to compare WARP with
previous planning based approaches from [Zou+14]. More revealing instances are
generated by a special designed tests generator, presented in the poster.
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The composition is built by adding one service each iteration,
starting from the user request input parameters. A service can
be chosen next if its input parameters are completely included in the
output of all previous services in the composition or the initially known
parameters. The service with the highest score is prioritized. Its output 
parameters are marked accordingly as known. Efficient data structures are used,
for example: a set<> of all currently known parameters; a map<,> from any service to
its yet unknown input parameters; a priority queue<> of accessible services and others.
in = {   e   }
        { 1.5 }
ws3 score: 1.5
out = {   d,   g }
          { 1.5, 0 }
Test generator
Any service in the list
has as input a subset of 
previous services output,
implying dependencies. 
Services 1...m constitute 
the solution. Service 0 
output and m+1 input 
constitute the user Given 
and Find parameter sets.
References
  [1] - [BTW05]
  [2] - [BF97]
input = { city, district }
getCityCenter
output = { lat, lon, altitude }
input = { lat, lon, 
diameter }
getMap
output = { map }
input = { phoneID}
locatePhone
output = { state, 
city, district }
input = { state, city }
getWeather
output = { weather }
Given: { phoneID,  diameter }
input = { state, city }
getLatLon
output = { lat, lon }
{ map, traffic,          
weather }
web services repositoryuser input user output
Find:
input = { city, lon, lat }
nearbyStreet
output = { street, number }
input = { city, street }
trafficInfo
output = { traffic }
Service0_
input = { … }
Service1_
input = { … }
Servicem+1
     input = { … }
|R| file
WARP GraphPlan[2] Fast-Fwd[3]
time length time length time length
2656 comp.1-50-16 0.46 2 0.3 2 2.99 2
4156 comp.1-100-4 0.26 4 0.64 4 2.6 4
5356 comp.2-50-32 2.1 7 6.6 7 14.3 7
8356 comp.2-100-32 3.6 7 3.0 7 22.1 7
|R|
WARP GraphPlan[2] Fast-Fwd[3]
time length time length time length
300 0.03 9 0.08 9 0.07 9
1000 0.1 7 0.3 11 1.4 6
5000 0.7 8 2.7 13 4.6 6
10000 1.7 9 3.6 15 error
WSBen tests[4]
|R| m parameters per service
WARP GraphPlan[2] Fast-Fwd[3]
time len time len time len
300 100 15 0.07 50 1.5 51 3.3 50
300 100 40 0.2 95 61 98 43 95
200 150 70 0.3 141 ≥ 3hr ? 22min 141
1000 200 50 1.6 130 39.9 133 error
1000 500 20 0.5 314 ≥ 3hr ? error
1000 100 20 0.4 86 4.8 87 error
Efficient Automatic Web Service Composition
Paul Diac • Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi • paul.diac@info.uaic.ro
Web Service Composition (WSC) is a key component in enterprise application integration, being often part of the middleware used for improving connectivity in a variety 
of distributed systems, such as IoT solutions or B2B frameworks. The proposed methods designed to achieve high performance in Automatic WSC. In the current version 
it solves the simplest form of WSC, providing very low running times but relative long compositions. Further, a heuristic score is associated to services that promote the 
most relevant choices when multiple are available. After this improvement, compositions are short without affecting the efficiency. Two well-known benchmarks, [1] and 
[4] are used to compare with planning based approaches [5]. More revealing instances are created by the new test generator with special long compositions.
Starting with the initially known 
parameters on the left, Given : {...},
the goal on the right, Find : {...}, has
to be reached. There are seven web 
services. It is possible to find a valid, 
satisfying composition of a minimum 
number of six services. Parameters 
with the same name can be matched 
between services, from one service 
output to another service input as 
indicated by the colored arrows.
WARP algorithm
Test generator
Composition example [5]
Results
ICEBE 05 tests[1]
output = { … } output = { … }        output = { … }
Parameters and services
are assigned score values 
proportional to chances
of reaching the goal when 
one service is chosen over 
another, or a parameter is 
learned. Loops are avoided by 
disallowing the repetition of 
any service in the process.
Score assignment
 Find: {a, b, c}
score {1, 1, 1}
in = {   d,     f  }
        { 1.5,1.5 }
ws2 score: 3
out = { b }
          { 3 }
 in = { b }
      { +2 }
ws1  score: 2
out = { a, c, e, h }
              { 1, 1, 0, 0 }
+
Given: { … }
CompService_
output = { … }
1
CompService_
output = { … }
k
next ?
CompService_
output = { … }
2
   input = { … }
CompService_k+1
par1 par2 par3 ...par4 parp
known parameters
input
+ u
pd
ate
kn
ow
n
include all
Service orchestration • Heuristic scoring • Performance evaluation • Benchmark generator
parp-1
WARP running times are better than 
Fast-Fwd and the length is constant.
random list of services
On two WSBen tests the composition 
could be shorter with 1 or 2 services.
Running times differ even more on tests  
where valid compositions are much longer.
On larger tests planning either completely 
fails or runs several minutes while WARP can 
provide shortest known solutions in seconds.
good neutral bad very bad
color code
[ SYNASC 2017 ]
[3] - [Hof01]
[4] - [Oh+06]
[5] - [Zou+14]
BResources: Code, Benchmarks
and Corpus
The resources developed during the PhD are published on GitHub1 in WebService-
Composition and QuoVadis repositories. The structure is presented below, with
some extra details on the right side. The README.md files provide more structured
information about content and usage. Except for some public tools (planners, WS-
Ben), all the code and the benchmarks are personal contributions.
All code is under MIT License2.
+−−−WebServiceComposition
| +−−−name match
| | | 2017 KES . pdf
| | | 2017 SYNASC . pdf papers
| | +−−−benchmark generated and converted t e s t s
| | \−−−p r o j e c t s
| | +−−−ConvertWSC generator and conver te r
| | +−−−planning planning s o l v e r s
| | +−−−pso lve r polynomial a lgor i thm
| | \−−−wsben another generator t o o l
| +−−−hierarch ica l
| | 2018 KES . pdf paper
| | wsc2008 . z ip t e s t s
| +−−−re la t iona l
| | | 2019 FROM. pdf
| | | 2019 KES . pdf papers
| | | benchmark . z ip generated t e s t s
| | \−−−RelationalWSC algor i thm implementation
| +−−−object oriented
| | | 2019 ICEBE . pdf paper
| | \−−−Composit ionGenerator t e s t generator
| \−−−online
| | 2019 ICSOFT . pdf paper
| \−−−OnlineWSC s o l v e r and t e s t generator
\−−−QuoVadis
| 2014 LPCL . pdf paper
| Quo Vadis . z ip corpus
+−−−Aggregator aggregator t o o l
\−−−CorefGraph co−r e f e r e n t i a l cha ins t o o l
1repositories WebServiceComposition and QuoVadis – https://github.com/pauldiac/
2MIT License – https://choosealicense.com/licenses/mit/
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